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The state-level institutions governing water use in the western United States have 
increasingly come under pressure and scrutiny related to their inability to navigate water use 
conflicts in recent decades. Rapid population growth and shifting public values towards leaving 
water instream for recreational and environmental purposes pose challenges to Montana water 
supplies which are predominantly allocated for irrigated agriculture. Additionally, while water 
scarcity and unpredictable availability are not new dilemmas in Montana, the rate at which 
climate change is driving shifts in the distribution, timing, and availability of water supplies is 
unprecedented. Current water policies may not be nimble enough to adjust in a timely manner to 
the challenges of shifting demands and uncertain water supplies. In Montana, prior appropriation 
provides assurances of priority water use to the first-in-time users of water and has tended to 
favor extractive uses such as mining and irrigation over newer uses such as instream flow for 
fisheries and recreation. To address these challenges, this thesis leverages a spatial dataset of 
Montana water rights to investigate the intersection of irrigation water rights and instream flow 
rights, assess Montana’s current instream flow program, and explore how water rights data can 
be used to gauge the potential efficacy of innovative instream flow programs. This analysis 
identified the large scope and scale of currently unmet instream flow water rights across the state 
and pointed out many areas of potential conflict between instream flow and agriculture. In so 
doing, this research highlights the ineffectiveness of top-down regulatory approaches to instream 
flow and a need to focus on site-specific or watershed-scale water conservation programs to 
augment instream flows. Furthermore, this thesis produced a framework for using publicly-
available water rights data to identify the potentially most influential water rights to target for 
new instream flow leasing programs such as short-term or split-season water leasing. The Flint 
Creek Basin was used as a case study to apply this approach, but it could be applied to any basin 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Water is a fundamental necessity for sustained life and a critical component of both social 
and ecological systems. Small shifts in the quantity and timing of water flows can disrupt these 
systems through impacts to ecosystem services such as loss of aquatic and riparian habitat, loss 
of wetlands, and decreases in aquatic species populations. These shifts can also impact 
economies and livelihoods that depend on this water through loss or reduction in availability of 
water for human consumption and irrigated agriculture. Rapid population growth combined with 
an increased societal value of water left instream add pressure to a system where water is already 
overallocated across competing uses. The added uncertainty of climate change compounds stress 
on the system, particularly in the arid Western United States. Although water scarcity is not new 
to Montana, projected and recorded changes in the timing and volumes of precipitation compared 
to historic patterns (Abatzoglou et al. 2014, Mote et al. 2005, Whitlock et al. 2017), combined 
with shifting demands and values, are expected to only exacerbate water scarcity.   
Contests between competing water uses for agricultural, urban, and ecological outcomes 
will likely increase as water sources become less dependable due to climate change. Agriculture 
consumes the overwhelming majority of surface water rights in Montana, accounting for 96% of 
total withdrawals (USGS, 2015). A changing climate, increasing demand, and changing societal 
values to keep water instream may render this current balance of water use untenable. Water 
rights, no matter where they are geographically, are inherently uncertain as climate change will 
have impacts on the availability and timing of surface water flows and groundwater recharge. 
Prior appropriation law, the idea that water rights are ‘first in time, first in right,’ has not 
explicitly faced these uncertainties in its century and a half history in the American West; 
however, climate change has and will continue to combine with a burgeoning Western 
population to expand demand on changing distribution and timing of water supplies. The current 
system of legal water rights allocation in Montana is not flexible to keep pace with these 
changes. Prior appropriation water law was built on assumptions of stationarity. These 
challenges have drastically undermined this assumption, resulting in the need to adopt a 
nonstationary view of the hydrologic system including the governance thereof (Craig, 2010). It is 
imperative that the administration of prior appropriation water rights be rigorously assessed in 
conjunction with changes in societal values, needs, and climate change impacts to water 
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resources to increase our understanding of how water may need to be reallocated, and to 
determine how best to administer water law in the future.  
Montana, like much of the western U.S. is experiencing a boom in population growth, 
prompting an increased demand for domestic water supplies (U.S. Census Bureau, 2019). As 
more people flock to Montana to live and vacation, the demand for water to supply a largely 
recreation-based economy also surges. Fishing and boating on Montana’s scenic and ‘blue 
ribbon’ trout streams is a major lure of the state’s visitors and residents. Montana’s outdoor 
recreation economy generates approximately $7.1 billion and provides over 71,000 jobs for 
Montanans (Montana Office of Outdoor Recreation, 2018). Residents and visitors combined 
spend $919 million and more than 3 million days fishing Montana’s rivers and lakes each year 
(Montana Office of Outdoor Recreation, 2018). Additionally, the recent COVID-19 pandemic 
has further driven unprecedented growth in the state as people seek to escape large cities and 
remote working becomes more prevalent (Rein, 2020). 
 In the West, climate change and water supply are inextricably linked through snowpack. 
Snowpack serves as a reservoir, storing water and providing it to downstream users, particularly 
in mountainous regions such as Western Montana. Snowpack in Montana helps sustain 
approximately 2 million acres of irrigated farmland in the state (Whitlock, et al., 2017; USDA-
NASS 2015), helping to maintain the state’s agricultural industry, along with ecosystems, and 
tourism. A warming climate, particularly in the winter and spring has been linked to declines in 
spring snowpack in much of the mountain West (Mote et al., 2005). Timing of snow-derived 
runoff is predicted to change significantly due to reduced spring snowpack and early onset melt, 
resulting in decreased runoff, less late season flows, and less water available for the dry season 
(Li et al., 2017). It is hypothesized that longer growing seasons and increased potential 
evapotranspiration due to higher atmospheric water demands will also contribute to streamflow 
declines (Abatzoglou et al., 2014). Interannual or decadal climate patterns such as the El Niño 
Southern Oscillation are expected to become substantially more variable as well. El Niño winters 
tend to result in earlier snowmelt and runoff, with lower peak runoff, and reduced summer 
streamflow (Abatzoglou et al., 2014).  
 Governance of water use is major factor in the fate of future water supplies. Climate 
change is already apparent in the West (Barnett et al., 2008), however, linking climate change in 
an anticipatory way with the legal system for allocating water in western states has been legally 
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and administratively difficult, creating myriad challenges for future water allocation needs and 
current planning (Tarlock, 2018). Administrative uncertainty adds another layer of complexity. 
As an example, in Montana the negotiation and settlement of tribal water compacts such as the 
Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes (CSKT) water compact can result in large tribal water 
rights that are senior to previously senior, non-tribal irrigation rights, changing the priority of 
water users and potentially altering local hydrology given changes in priority uses (CSKT 
Compact, 2015). 
 Specifically, this research investigates the current spatial distribution and intersection of 
agricultural and instream flow water rights in Montana to better inform policy that could aid the 
state in navigating conflicts between water uses and planning for future scarcities. I leverage a 
publicly available water rights database curated by the Montana Department of Natural 
Resources and Conservation (DNRC) to explore these policy challenges and address my research 
questions. In an attempt to evaluate current instream flow policy and to understand the complex 
relationships between irrigation water demand and instream flow rights, I use the best available 
data to determine the spatial and temporal strain on instream flows given current conditions and 
compare with agricultural land area metrics. Further, I conduct a case study of the Flint Creek 
basin in western Montana, examining irrigation water rights to develop a method by which 
government agencies and NGOs can determine how and who to target for innovative localized 
approaches to instream flow policies. The Flint Creek basin, much like its neighboring Upper 
Clark Fork basin, faces over-appropriation of water resources, chronic dewatering, and 
challenges of sustaining flows to support aquatic species and aid in Superfund recovery 
processes on the Clark Fork River. This case study acts as a starting point to investigate the 
feasibility of instream flow programs such as short-term water leasing which have proven 
effective in neighboring states.   
 
1.1 Research Questions  
 
 To address challenges of the current system of legal water rights allocation to navigate 
shifting needs, values, and uncertain water supplies as introduced above, I use publicly-available 
data of Montana water rights to answer the following research questions; 
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Question 1: What is the spatial and temporal status of instream flow water rights as they are 
currently held in Montana, including water availability and other constraints on these rights? 
Sub-question:  What areas experience the greatest conflict between ecological water 
needs and agricultural water needs, and may be most vulnerable to future impacts of 
climate variability, water use/development, and policy change? 
 
Question 2:  How can the state or other entities approach conflicts between ecological/habitat 
water needs and irrigated agriculture water needs with new policy solutions? 
 Sub-question: How do we utilize the available data to quickly and explicitly determine 
 hotspots of conflict and what water rights to target for new approaches to instream flow 
 policies?  
 
 
1.2 Organization of the Thesis 
 
 This thesis is organized into four major chapters. In Chapter 2, I provide a background on 
western water law and policy and highlight how prior appropriation and water law generally can 
cope with current challenges such as a changing climate and changing social values toward the 
environment, specifically with regard to surface water flows. In this chapter, I also include an in-
depth review of instream flow policy in Montana and briefly explore instream flow programs in 
other western states that may serve as models for Montana. In Chapter 3, I describe the 
methodology I used to address my research questions. Starting with Chapter 4, I examine results 
of my research process. In the first step of my process, I examine current state-held instream 
flow water rights for temporal exceedance or fulfillment of flow requirements through a 
streamflow comparison using USGS gage data, and I assign instream flows to a scale of severity 
based on their level of constraint. Additionally, I identify basins that experience conflict between 
instream flow and agricultural water use by examining instream flow constraint with an 
irrigation metric such as water right demand and irrigated area. Next, I turn my attention to a 
case study of water rights in the Flint Creek Basin. I use spatial water rights and a stream 
network of water demand to assess which rights may provide the most impact and balance to the 
system by leaving water instream, creating a starting point of potential water users to target to 
better understand the feasibility of new instream flow programs. In the next section, Chapter 5, I 
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discuss key points and derive meaning from the results found in the previous chapter. I also 
include assumptions made in refining the water rights database and limitations of this study in 
this section. Finally, in Chapter 6 I conclude with takeaway messages of this research including 
thoughts on the methods derived herein, the current state of conflict between instream flows and 
irrigation in Montana and how we might approach these conflicts, and considerations for future 
instream flow programs in the state. I also highlight recommendations for future/continued work 


























CHAPTER 2 BACKGROUND/LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 In this Chapter, I provide a background of the legal framework of water use in Montana. 
In the first section, I highlight the development of western water law, its primary tenets, and its 
current challenges given a changing climate and shifting societal values. In the second section, I 
elaborate on a newer concept in western water law, that of instream flow water rights. I discuss 
the rise of instream flow policies in Montana and explore their success and where they fall short 
of being an effective method of providing ecological flows. I also explore instream flow 
programs and policies in other states and their possibility of serving as a model for Montana.  
 
2.1 Prior Appropriation and its Challenges 
Prior appropriation is the primary legal framework for allocating water in the Western 
U.S, developed in the mid nineteenth century during the California mining boom and westward 
colonial expansion across the continent (Benson, 2012). Compared to the East’s lush and humid 
environment, the West is a mostly arid landscape, requiring irrigation for productive agriculture. 
The vast geographic scale of the West, its variability in hydrology and topography, and its 
widespread public land base, created barriers to the applicability of the Riparian doctrine of the 
East, which specified that a water user must own land on a waterbody to use the water. 
Fundamental geographic, hydrologic, and land ownership differences between the West and the 
East required a new legal system of water allocation for the development and use of western 
water. The doctrine of prior appropriation was adopted to add certainty for users investing in 
infrastructure to capture, transport, and use western water supplies for agriculture and mining 
(Adler, 2010).  
 Two guiding principles set the foundation of prior appropriation law: priority and 
beneficial use. The first person to put water from a stream or waterbody to beneficial use claimed 
the first right to allocation of that water. Beneficial use is an essential component of prior 
appropriation, and is required to have a water right. Importantly, beneficial use also dictates the 
amount of the water right and the limit to what it can be used for. Early on, prior appropriation 
developed to solidify private rights to use water for mostly extractive uses such as mining and 
irrigated agriculture and therefore, beneficial use was historically based on consumptive uses 
rather than non-consumptive ecological and environmental uses (Tarlock, 2000). Today, 
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however, many states legally recognize the value of non-consumptive uses including instream 
flows for fish, wildlife, and recreation.  
 While Western states still recognize and uphold prior appropriation’s basic principles of 
priority and beneficial use, its application has evolved in response to social and environmental 
changes in the American West. Rapid population and economic growth, change in societal 
environmental values, and federal water right claims are a few of the factors that have caused 
prior appropriation to stray from its fundamental principles (Benson, 2012). A point to mention 
here is that water rights are administered at the state level, thus creating a challenge of how to 
deal with federal water right claims. The transition of the West from strictly a commodity 
production colony to urban oases, the environmental movement creating pressure to keep water 
instream, and the end of the big dam era have all challenged the basis of prior appropriation and 
the administration of western water law (Tarlock, 2018). Many scholars have debated the 
viability of prior appropriation, including penning reports of its “death” (Wilkinson, 1991). 
However, scholars seem to agree that the question is not whether prior appropriation is dead but 
rather if it still has practical relevance (Benson, 2012; Schutz, 2012; Tarlock, 2000; Tarlock, 
2001).   
 Today, western water law faces potentially its greatest challenge yet, that of climate 
change and the exacerbated uncertainty of water availability in the future. Moreover, the laws 
and policies that govern the use of water pose an additional challenge to the physical availability 
of water. Many policies have been created and administered based on an overly optimistic 
understanding of long-term water supplies. For example, the 1922 Colorado River compact was 
settled based on a small temporal range of streamflow data that happened to occur during an 
uncharacteristically wet period (Adler, 2010), rendering the management of water supplies 
between states in the Colorado River basin untenable in increasingly dry years. Mitigation efforts 
alone are not sufficient to deal with the emerging hydrologic realities of climate change. There is 
a need for adaptation, and specifically adaptation in law and policy to prepare for the challenges 
presented by climate change (Craig, 2010). The administration of prior appropriation for the 
allocation of water will need to adapt to meet changing future needs under climate variability 
(Tarlock, 2018; Schutz, 2012).   
 The current administration of prior appropriation and the doctrine’s fundamental 
principles pose some institutional constraints with regard navigating shifting public values, 
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increasing demand, and climate change. Prior appropriation and the administration thereof, 
theoretically encourages efficient use and prevention of ‘wasting’ water through the principles of 
beneficial use. Early water users in the West believed that if water was not being put to some use 
(e.g. agriculture, mining, industry) it wasted in such an arid environment. This way of thinking 
came to signify that water left in the stream was wasted. There is a strong incentive to use one’s 
full water right under the general ‘use it or lose it’ principle represented by the legal processes of 
abandonment and forfeiture.  Culturally, the concept of “use every last drop” is ingrained in 
practice, particularly from an agricultural standpoint. Furthermore, rules against inefficiency are 
rarely enforced (Adler, 2010).  
 Secondly, a priority-based system may pose a barrier to adaptation. This system was set 
up to avoid an ‘everyone loses’ result of water scarcity, where senior appropriators get their full 
right allocated before junior users. In other words, the system protects the private property nature 
of water rights, even though they are usufructuary. Usufructuary means the right to the use of 
water and does not grant ownership to that water (Tarlock, 2000). This scheme may have worked 
in so far as there is usually enough water to satisfy even the junior demands, however, this reality 
is rapidly changing and water supplies will increasingly fail to meet demand (Adler, 2010). A 
system of priority under this pressure could result in only a small fraction of users getting water, 
the often older, larger (volume) uses that may not fully reflect changing social, ecological, and 
economic values. If water becomes scarce, those few at the top may decide to use all their water 
right and ‘call the river’, or essentially exert their claim to their legal rights to water and block 
upstream junior appropriators from diverting. For example, this may be the case in an area where 
agriculture (the senior right) used to dominate the landscape and economy but has now shifted to 
a fishery (junior right) dominated economy, where more value is placed on maintaining the 
fishery for sport and recreation. In this case, water allocation is no longer reflecting this area’s 
current needs and values.  
  The tenet of beneficial use under prior appropriation has historically benefited extractive 
and consumptive uses. Although many states such as Montana have written statutes into state 
law to include exclusively non-consumptive uses (e.g. instream flows for fish habitat), 
privileging extractive uses is still a common theme throughout the West (Tarlock, 2018). The 
definition of beneficial use has slowly been evolving to include these instream values and states 
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will need to adjust their administration of water law if they wish to meet the needs of these 
changing values.  
 
2.2 Instream Flow Law in Montana 
 As introduced in the previous section, values surrounding water have been changing 
since prior appropriation was first adopted in the western United States. There is a growing 
desire among much of the general population to place more value on ecosystems and our human 
connection to them. A large challenge of western states facing water scarcity is how to include 
these values in the administration of water law under a system of prior appropriation. In recent 
decades, all western states have established some sort of mechanism for recognizing non-
consumptive instream uses (Amos & Swenson, 2015). Some states have opted to statutorily 
enact their programs (Oregon, Alaska, Washington). Others have been more reluctant to adopt 
instream flow programs and statutory language, choosing instead to amend their definition of 
beneficial use and to cut out diversion requirements (Arizona, California, Nevada, Idaho, and 
New Mexico). Montana and Colorado have taken a more comprehensive statewide approach to 
establishing and recognizing instream flows which includes both statutory and administrative 
mechanisms. For Montana, this comprehensive approach comes in the form of statutory 
mechanisms as well as the state’s comprehensive adjudication process that includes the 
resolution of all federal and tribal water rights through compact negotiations, allowing the state 
to approach instream flow in a broader fashion (Amos & Swensen, 2015). States also vary in 
their instream flow requirements, with some including only fisheries as beneficial use 
(Wyoming) and others including a wider range of uses such as recreation and even water quality. 
 In Montana, the introduction of instream flows came in 1969 when the legislature enacted 
a law to allow the Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks (FWP) to file for water rights on twelve 
unappropriated streams for the purpose of maintaining stream flows necessary for the 
preservation of fish and wildlife species (Section 89-901 (2), RCM 1947). These appropriations 
are known as the “Murphy Rights”, after Montana state senator Jim Murphy of Kalispell who 
sponsored the legislation. These instream flow rights were designed to protect many of 
Montana’s Blue Ribbon trout streams (a designation of excellence given to trout streams based 
on aesthetics, fishing use, productivity and accessibility (McKinney, 1990)) which are important 
to sustaining Montana’s tourism economy. These rights have 1970 and 1971 priority dates and 
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provide instream flow protection on the following rivers: Madison, Gallatin, Missouri, Smith, 
Big Spring Creek, Blackfoot, Flathead, West Gallatin, Rock Creek, Yellowstone, Middle Fork 
Flathead, and South Fork Flathead. Originally these rights set a priority over other uses until the 
district courts in which the streams were located determined that the waters were needed for a 
more preferable beneficial use. The Murphy rights legislation was repealed in 1973, but the 
water rights remain valid (McKinney, 1990). They ensure that beyond allocations of 1970, no 
additional development can occur beyond the established instream CFS level, essentially 
providing a cap on water use and protecting instream values from future consumptive uses. 
These rights are relatively junior, however, often making them ineffective in maintaining stream 
flows when there is not enough water to satisfy all uses. 
 In 1973, the Montana Water Use Act was enacted, creating a mechanism for protection of 
additional instream values and codifying instream flows as a beneficial use (MCA § 85-2-316). 
This statute provides an opportunity for the state or any political subdivision of the state and 
federal agencies, to reserve water for the protection of existing water rights, fish and wildlife, 
recreation, and maintaining water quality (MCA § 85-2-316(1)). A limitation presented here is 
that reservations made after May 9, 1979 are limited to no more than 50% of the average annual 
flow on gaged streams (MCA § 85-2-316(6b)). Often, and increasingly so under future water 
scarcity, this may not be sufficient in many cases (McKinney et al., 1988).  
 In 1989, the completion of the State Water Plan gave FWP limited authority to 
temporarily lease or convert a water right to instream flow (MCA § 85-2-436). These are 
voluntary agreements between parties that last up to 10 years and can be renewed an indefinite 
number of times. In special cases a lease term of up to 30 years is allowed if the water is made 
available from the development of a water conservation or storage project. In 1995 the 
legislature extended the authority of a water right holder to lease or convert their right to 
instream flow to a private third party (MCA § 85-2-408). Any proposed lease or conversion is 
subject to administrative and public review before being approved. There is also the option for 
landowner to preserve instream flows on their property by changing their right from consumptive 
to instream use. This process requires a change application and is administered by the DNRC to 
ensure that the change does not negatively affect any other user. This type of conversion is 
limited to a 10-year term (MCA § 85-2-402, 407).  
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While these laws are a step in the right direction, they still present multiple limitations to 
creating instream flows as they are often time-consuming, costly, and potentially pit water uses 
against each other. A clear example of this is the recent court battle between the Clark Fork 
Coalition (CFC) and the DNRC. In 2017, the CFC filed a change application to dedicate their 
storage water right in Racetrack Lake to instream use. The right was purchased by CFC and 
previously used to irrigate land adjacent to Racetrack Creek. The DNRC issued an order to 
preliminarily grant change in a modified form, asserting that CFC could not use their right to 
protect stream flows past a specific point on the creek, the historic point of diversion, and that 
they were only entitled to the amount historically consumed. The CFC filed for a Petition for 
Review of Final Agency Action. In April 2019, the Water Court remanded the matter to the 
DNRC and ordered them to issue a Preliminary Determination to Grant CFC’s application 
allowing protection of all historically diverted water (390 AF) from the historic point of 
diversion to the confluence of the Clark Fork River (Clark Fork Coalition v Montana 
Department of Natural Resources and Conservation, 2019). This example goes to show just how 
time-consuming and contentious these cases can be. 
 Another source of instream flow protection in Montana is the ability to transport stored 
water to augment stream flows. Two notable examples of this can be found in the Bitterroot 
valley where FWP holds long-standing contracts for stored water in Painted Rocks Reservoir and 
Lake Como (Amos & Swensen, 2015). FWP can release their flows from these reservoirs when 
necessary, providing much needed water for fisheries and recreation in the Bitterroot river during 
times of high streamflow diversion for irrigation use. 
 Montana stands out from other western states in its use of a state-wide adjudication 
process for all pre-1973 claims, including non-consumptive water use claims (MCA § 85-2-228). 
Through this process, FWP can bring public recreation claims on behalf of the public to establish 
recreational use in existing rights determinations (MCA § 85-2-223). In a series of Montana 
Supreme Court cases known as the Bean Lake decisions the courts explored the requirements for 
these claims. In the second case in 2002, the court found that fish, wildlife, and recreation are 
beneficial uses for purposes of water appropriation claims and that claims for non-diversionary 
uses were valid and existed prior to 1973 (Bean Lake III, 2002). In 2011, the court reversed the 
ruling that only FWP could represent public recreation and conservation claims and that 
conservation organizations such as Trout Unlimited could now also be heard and legally object 
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in front of the Water Court, whereas they previously could not (Mont. Trout Unlimited v. 
Beaverhead Water Co., 2011). This comprehensive adjudication process also includes the 
resolution of federal reserved water rights and tribal reserved water rights. Montana has chosen 
to address federal rights in the adjudication process through a statewide effort to negotiate 
compacts (Amos & Swenson, 2015). This decision represents a step towards approaching 
instream flows in a broader fashion. It is important to point out that Native and Federal water 
rights were not considered by the state early on so these entities had no way to claim water rights 
that were implicitly “reserved” by acts of Congress (i.e. the creation of National Parks and Indian 
Reservations). Recognizing these implicit rights in full at this point in time could cause issues in 
some basins that are already overallocated. Thus, compacts benefit the state by giving away as 
few of these rights as possible while still recognizing needs of users such as Tribes who have 
legitimate claims.  
 Montana has made significant steps in the recognition and protection of instream flows, 
but many challenges remain. The mechanism for incorporating instream flows into the priority 
system is one central challenge. Instream water rights need to be on par with more traditional 
consumptive rights such as agriculture in order to be meaningful and effective (Amos & 
Swenson, 2015). Montana is one of the few western states that has taken a comprehensive 
statewide approach to protecting instream flows, however, parts of this approach  
are fragmented and there is a need for more coordination.  Another limitation  is that instream 
flow reservations are highly susceptible to changes in administrative policies. Instream flow 
leases by private parties must be approved by the DNRC. Also, instream flow leases are 
frequently reviewed by the DNRC, making them less secure than consumptive rights 
(McKinney, 1990). The DNRC has the authority to revoke previously approved reservations and 
deny new ones.  Leasing and converting water rights to instream flows can be quite slow. 
Reviews of final agency decisions that resulted in a denial or modification to the change 
application can draw out the process even further. Another limitation on the protection of 
instream flows in Montana is that these rights are generally much more junior than many 
consumptive rights that were appropriated far earlier. During times of water shortage, instream 
flow rights may be limited in their effect on actual rivers flows.  
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2.3 Instream Programs Elsewhere 
 
 While locality and societal factors play a strong influencing role in water resources 
administration, it may be worthwhile to explore successes of instream flow programs in other 
states to see if they could be applicable to Montana. One example is the Conserved Water 
Program in Oregon, which has seen increased success and could potentially serve as a model for 
other states. This program focuses on increasing irrigation efficiency by providing funding for 
individuals to update their irrigation systems and allowing users to divert less while still meeting 
their needs. The difference between the original water used and the new amount used is then 
divided between the state and user. The proportion given to each party reflects the proportion of 
public funds used by the project. The program provides an economic return on conservation 
efforts by allowing the participant to either sell their share or apply it to a new use. (Amos & 
Swenson, 2015). Similarly, Washington implemented the Irrigation Efficiencies Program which 
helps provide improved irrigation systems at reduced cost (up to 85% of total project costs). The 
water saved from these systems is used to enhance streamflow in drought-prone streams where 
Endangered Species Act-listed salmonid species reside (Washington State Conservation 
Commission, 2018).  
  Another innovative instream flow program starting to garner more interest in the West is 
short-term leasing. A handful of Western states now allow for some form of temporary leasing of 
irrigated agricultural water rights for instream flows, including Colorado, Washington, Oregon, 
Nevada, and Utah. Oregon has a longstanding history of instream flow protection, dating back to 
the 1920s when the state protected certain scenic streams from further appropriations (Kaufman, 
1992). In 1955, the state enacted legislation to maintain minimum stream flows, allowing the 
Department of Environmental Quality and the Department of Fish and Wildlife to apply for 
minimum perennial stream flow. It also gave the Oregon Water Resources Department (OWRD) 
the authority to establish new minimum stream flows or modify existing ones (Coveli et al. 
2017).  
 Water rights holders in Oregon also have a couple options when it comes to instream 
flow leasing programs. Upon approval by the OWRD, water users can transfer any amount of 
their divisionary right to instream flow for up to five years, and this may be renewed an 
unlimited number of times (OWRD, 2020; ORS § 537.348(2)). Oregon’s leasing program also 
authorizes the use of split-season leasing, where a water right holder may use their right for a 
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portion of the year and then dedicate the same water right for instream flow purposes the 
remainder of the year (Coveli et al. 2017; ORS § 537.348(3)). The total period for which a water 
right may be leased for split-season use may not exceed 10 years (ORS § 537.348(2)). In 
addition to instream leases and time-limited transfers, Oregon water rights holders have the 
option to permanently convert their right into instream flows that will be held in trust by the 
OWRD.  Although only the OWRD can legally hold instream flow rights (ORS § 537.336) much 
of Oregon’s success in its instream flow programs is owed to its relationships with nonprofit 
organizations, who help to foster relationships with water rights holders and broker these leases 
and conversions. 
 In Colorado, the first effort to address instream flows came in 1973 when Senate Bill 97 
was passed, establishing the state’s Instream Flow Program (C.R.S.A. § 37-92-102(3)). The 
legislature created two authorities within the Colorado Water Conservation Board (CWCB) to 
appropriate and acquire water needed to “preserve the natural environment to a reasonable 
degree” (Smith, 2016). Colorado also offers methods by which water users can lease or loan their 
water rights for instream use (C.R.S.A. § 37-83-105). The CWCB takes a broad approach to 
acquiring water, using a number of methods including long-term and short-term leases, a trust 
agreement, a permanent split season-use agreement, and many permanent fee-simple transfers 
(Smith, 2016). The General Assembly passed HB 08-1280, which further outlined requirements 
for how the CWCB would enter into leases and, importantly, it provided that in a change decree 
adding instream flow as a use, the historical consumptive use would be quantified and that it 
would not result in a reduction of the historical consumptive use of the water right during the 
term of the lease (Smith, 2016; C.R.S.A. § 37-92-102(3)). This helped relieve a large 
disincentive of water rights users interested in entering long-term leases. Additionally, there are 
similar protections provided for short-term, administratively approved leases of water to the 
CWCB (C.R.S.A. § 37-83-105(c)).  
 Colorado also includes split-season leasing in its toolbox of instream flow programs. 
Typically, changes of irrigation water rights to instream flow purposes require that lands under 
irrigation be dried up permanently and there must be evidence that the water right’s use will not 
be enlarged. There was a desire in Colorado, however, to improve the state’s streams while also 
preserving agricultural heritage so the CWCB began exploring ‘deficit irrigation techniques’, 
where consumptive use water is saved by cessation of irrigation in the late season (Smith, 2016). 
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In the Gunnison basin, a streamflow forecasting model was built to predict streamflow to 
determine the year’s need for instream flow water. Four management scenarios are offered, and 
partners choose one scenario to use for the year. These scenarios include (1) full season 
irrigation, (2) full season instream flow, (3) irrigation through June, and (4) irrigation through 
July (Smith, 2016).   
 Environmental and natural resource law and policy are most often based on assumptions 
of ecological stationarity (Craig, 2010). Stationarity allows for some variability to occur around a 
baseline trend, but the trend itself is static. Water law has historically responded to these 
variations by attempting to mitigate their effects. Many restoration decisions are made based on 
knowledge of how restored ecosystems may respond under current conditions and without 
knowledge of future conditions (Donley, Naiman, & Marineau, 2012). Instream flow policies are 
often built off this logic; they use knowledge of the amount of water necessary to support fish 
species under current conditions, assuming that these conditions will remain at the baseline 
trend. These laws focus on restoration and preservation, implying either returning a system to its 
‘natural’ state or attempting to keep it in a particular state (Craig, 2010). This stationarity model 
and these paradigms of restoration and preservation are often not applicable as climate change 
has propelled hydrologic conditions outside this envelope of variability and shifted baseline 
conditions (Adler, 2010). Rather, viewing instream flow law/policy through a nonstationary lens 
can increase adaptability, allowing for the development of flexible policies better suited to 
responding to rapidly changing and unpredictable conditions. These types of polices have the 
potential to more beneficially allocate water to various uses during times of water scarcity. Long-
term strategic planning and decision-support tools that incorporate this view of non-stationarity 
have the potential to help practitioners and policymakers confront emerging challenges and 









CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY 
 
 This chapter describes the approach and methods I used to accomplish my research 
objectives. My approach is two-fold. I first conducted a targeted culling of a publicly available 
geodatabase of Montana water rights and employed the refined geodatabase to address my first 
research question. I then applied a case study approach of water rights in a particular watershed 
in MT to explore my second research question and conduct an exploratory analysis of the spatial 
water rights data.   
 
3.1 Water Rights Database Refinement 
 
 The Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation (DNRC) and the 
Natural Resource Information System (NRIS) of the Montana State Library created and maintain 
the Montana Water Rights Query System (DNRC, 2020), a publicly-available database which 
provides online access to information describing individual water rights in the state of Montana. 
This tool provides Montana water users and researchers a searchable list of water rights that is 
updated regularly and allows users to view water rights descriptions (abstracts) and scanned 
historical documents (e.g. plot maps, court records) in water right files. In addition, the DNRC 
made this data available in spatial form as a geodatabase of Montana water rights that can be 
downloaded and viewed using a geographic information system (GIS). This file geodatabase is 
hosted on the Montana State Library Geographic Information Clearinghouse where it can be 
downloaded by the public. 
 The MT water rights geodatabase is updated daily, and its purpose is to provide spatial 
information on the distribution of water rights. The geodatabase contains two primary layers, 
separating DNRC water right data into a point of diversion (POD) point layer and a place of use 
(POU) polygon layer. The layers share some attribute information including a unique water right 
number for each water right, along with owner, priority date, right status, and right type 
(statement of claim, file, decree, etc.) information. Other pertinent information is located in 
either the POD or POU layer. Important attributes housed within the POU layer include water 
right purpose, flow rates, volumes, and the maximum acreage that can be legally irrigated under 
the right. The POD layer includes source, source type (surface or groundwater), and period of 
diversion attributes. In addition, each water right can contain multiple POU and POD (i.e. a 
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single water right may have 3 points of diversion and 10 places of use), resulting in a many to 
many relationship between the data.  
 The unedited database contains millions of entries of water rights data in both the POD 
and POU layers and can be unwieldly, often making geospatial analyses difficult. For the 
purposes of my analysis, I spent considerable time developing a workflow to consolidate water 
right information from both layers and reduce the database to only the pertinent data needed to 
answer my research questions.  
 Since my first research question is focused at a state-wide scale, I created a workflow that 
applied to the entire state of Montana. To carry out the workflow I used ESRI’s  software 
program ArcGIS Pro, although it can also be accomplished using other GIS software. A detailed 
step-by-step tutorial of my workflow is found in Appendix A of this document and can be used 
to replicate the refinement of the water rights database.   
 
3.1.1  Water Rights Data Selection  
 
 In producing this workflow, I made a few major decisions early on to determine what 
information was needed to answer my research questions. Since I was only concerned with water 
rights that are currently active in the state, the starting point was to narrow down both the POD 
and POU to only include those active rights. Additionally, I chose to retain only surface water-
sourced water rights in this database. This decision was two-fold; first, surface water 
withdrawals make up the vast majority of total water withdrawals in the state, totaling about 98 
percent, with the remaining 2 percent attributed to groundwater withdrawals (USGS, 2015). 
Second, another purpose of the refined database was for integration into a surface water hydro-
economic model that does not yet include the interaction between surface and groundwater 
(Maneta et al., 2020). This is not to say that the surface-groundwater interaction is not an 
important factor in the hydrologic system of Montana, it certainly is. Including groundwater 
rights in the refined database, however, would be a simple enough task and would be carried out 
in the same way as the surface water rights workflow described herein; a simple GIS 
geoprocessing task could  swap groundwater for surface water rights in the process.  
 The next important decision in refining the database was to determine which beneficial 
uses, or purposes, were necessary to include to achieve a refined database that focused on 
irrigation rights and demand as well as instream flow. Given this, it was clear that the most 
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important rights to keep included those with purposes listed as ‘irrigation’ and those with 
instream purposes, which include a wide variety of actual ‘purpose types’. I retained a selection 
of instream flow rights that included purposes listed as ‘Instream Flow’, ‘Instream Fishery’, 
‘Fishery’, ‘Recreation’, and ‘Fish & Wildlife’. I did not include rights with purposes listed as 
‘Waterfowl’, ‘Wildlife’, ‘Wildlife Habitat’, ‘Wildlife & Waterfowl’, and ‘Wildlife Habitat 
Maintenance & Enhancement’ because rights with these purposes generally supply water to 
ponds and reservoirs either privately owned or owned by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service for 
waterfowl production (i.e. Waterfowl Production Areas (WPA)), and tend to be smaller instream 
flow rights. To address my research questions, I was primarily interested in state-owned flowing 
water, generally large instream flow water rights which we can used to analyze the overall 
effectiveness of current instream flow policies in Montana.  Although hydropower and 
navigation are technically instream uses of water, they are also not the focus of this analysis and 
I did not include these in the database.  
 Although there are many stockwater, ‘direct from source’ water rights throughout the 
state, I also did not include these in the final refined database. These rights typically have small 
volumes and are difficult to quantify actual use. The MT DNRC uses animal units (AU) to 
estimate the volume in acre-feet per year for a stockwater right, and in general, these rights refer 
to a standard of 15 gallons/day or approximately 0.2 acre-feet/year, a relatively small amount 
(DNRC, 2020). Other large consumptive beneficial use water rights in the state include industrial 
and mining rights. I ultimately decided that these rights would not be included in this analysis 
since the main focus was on irrigation water withdrawals, which account for roughly 96% of 
total water withdrawals in the state (USGS, 2015). It was also necessary to remove any 
groundwater certificates (found as a value in the ‘WRTYPE’ attribute field) in addition to 
removing rights sourced from groundwater. It appears that some water rights have multiple 
owners and water right types listed under the same right number. This issue seems to be most 
commonly related to groundwater certificates found in the POU layer. I took this step to ensure 
that the correct POD and POU are matched up per water right with the correct ownership. Table 
3.1 gives an overview of attributes that were included and removed in this refinement procedure. 
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Table 3.1 Water rights attribute refinement process.  
Attribute Field in 
Geodatabase 
Values Retained Values Removed 








Water Right Type  
(‘WRTYPE’) 
Statement of Claim, Provisional Permit, 
Water Reservation, etc. 
Ground Water Certificate 
Water Right Purpose 
(‘PURPOSE’) 
Irrigation, Instream Flow, Instream 







3.1.2  Data Consolidation  
 
 Due to the bifurcated nature of the database with water rights records split into POD and 
POU layers, the immediate challenge of consolidating these data arose since each layer contains 
relevant information pertaining to an individual water right and for analyzing water rights 
collectively. To accomplish this consolidation, I executed a join between the two datasets based 
on the water right number attribute field (‘WRNUMBER’) which is present in each dataset. 
Executing a standard join of the two feature classes (POD, POU) will only match the first POD 
(i.e. DIVNUMBER 1 in the database) to the first POU record. In order to get a representation of 
every POD for each individual water right it is necessary to export the joined features to a new 
feature class within the geodatabase. This resulted in a complete set of features for all 
combinations of POD and POU per individual water rights (i.e. a water right containing 2 POD 
and 5 POU will result in 2*5 = 10 entries in the new feature class). I completed this step in order 
to get an accurate representation of all surface water diversions in the state for individual water 
rights. In addition, I condensed this feature further to another feature class to remove redundant 
records and represent only a single POD entry per water right. This is useful for analyzing water 
rights in Montana as a whole and their collective impact since it removes redundancies that 
would overestimate the potential water use. A step-by-step tutorial of the consolidation workflow 
using ArcGIS Pro is included in Appendix A. This refinement and consolidation procedure 
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results in 46,643 individual irrigation water rights and 71,604 total irrigation points of diversion 















3.1.3  Calculating Unquantified Volumes 
 
 In order to determine the potential water demand a water right has on a stream it diverts 
from, it is important to calculate the right’s total legal irrigation water demand. These demands 
include total volumes or flow rates over time where time is equal to the allowed period of 
diversion over the entirety of the growing season. The timing component, however, is not 
constant and varies given the amount of time that irrigators actually irrigate which is based on 
many variables i.e. weather patterns, antecedent soil moisture, etc. Given this, it is hard to 
measure and estimate the actual demand of a given water right. The following subsection 
Figure 3.2  Daniels County, MT after refinement. Locations of surface irrigation and instream flow points of 
diversion resulting from the culling procedure 
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outlines how I estimated the legal water demand a right has on a stream given the best available 
information.  
After identifying a set of water rights that clearly define potential irrigation water right 
demands in the state, the next step was to ensure that irrigation water data (potential demand 
based on size of water right) was accurate and comparable. Many irrigation water rights in 
Montana do not include a quantified volume, and instead measure water use as a flow rate, either 
as cubic feet per second (cfs; the majority of rights) or gallons per minute (gpm). A challenge 
here is that often those rights that have both a volume and a flow rate do not follow a standard 
and accepted conversion, resulting in inconsistent conversion relationships and highly varied 
flow rate to volume conversion factors between rights.  There are a couple of reasons for this. 
Historical water rights (also known as “use rights” or “claimed rights”), those claimed prior to 
1973, did not have volumes and those that did mostly likely reflect either the volume claimed by 
the water right user or the volume decreed by a District Court in a water dispute, both of which 
were often inaccurate. In contrast, water rights approved by the DNRC post-1973 include 
volumes that are assigned and approved by the DNRC, therefore providing more consistency and 
accuracy. In addition, when Water Court statewide adjudication of water rights was originally 
envisioned, all adjudicated claims were to have a maximum value. Many irrigators took issue 
with this, claiming that they never measure water by volume and that adding this quantification 
has the potential to diminish their property rights. All of this resulted in relatively few water 
rights having consistent claimed volumes, with many not having a claimed volume at all.  
 I removed water rights absent of both volume and flow rate from the database since there 
is no way to estimate water use from the information included with the water right. Rather than 
quantifying a volume, many water rights remark, “The total volume of this water right shall not 
exceed the amount put to historical and beneficial use”. It is also common to see that no flow rate 
has been decreed for certain irrigation methods, such as natural overflow, direct flow water 
spreading, and natural subirrigation. Rights without a volume or flow rate total approximately 
1,400 irrigation rights in the geodatabase (~3% of all irrigation water rights).  
 The number of days that a water right is legally allowed to divert water is a necessary 
piece of information in calculating volumes from flow rates; this is known as the “period of 
diversion”. The period of diversion attribute is formatted as a text string in the original database, 
for example, providing values in the form of “01/01 to 12/31”. I split these values into two new 
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columns representing the start date and end date of diversion. I then converted these separate 
string columns into date fields and calculated the number of days between the two dates to get 
the total number of diversion days for each water right.  
 The standard conversion from flow rate to acre feet per year volume is determined by 
multiplying the flow rate of the water right by its period of diversion (in days) and then 
multiplying the subsequent value by a standard conversion factor of 1.98.  
 
Flow Rate * # Diversion Days * Co nversion Factor = Acre-Feet/year  
 
 The problem with using this conversion equation for irrigation water rights is that it 
assumes that an irrigator irrigates their crops 24 hours a day for the entire diversion period. This 
is not an accurate reflection of irrigation in Montana, rather there is incredible variation and 
nuance in water use for irrigation. Reasons for this variation include differences in irrigation 
method (flood vs. sprinkler, and differing sprinkler types or methods), physical water availability 
given climate, crop type, land and soil type, irrigation timing (concentrating irrigation efforts in 
early season vs. throughout the irrigation season), seasonal variations in weather patterns, and 
antecedent soil moisture, among others. With a whole host of reasons for variation in irrigation 
activity, many of which cannot be easily or consistently quantified across MT, it is difficult to 
accurately calculate volumes from flow rates for irrigation water rights. In attempt to best 
estimate the volumes of water use from irrigation rights, I categorized water right points of 
diversion into their respective climate divisions (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association, 
2020) of which there are seven in the state (Figure 3.3; Table 3.2). Within each division, I looked 
for water rights that included both a flow rate and a volume and used these to calculate the 
average conversion factor for each climate division. Each climate division contained enough of 
these rights to reasonably calculate individual conversion factors for each region. A step-by-step 




























MT Climatic Division Name 
Cubic feet/sec to Acre feet/day 





NORTH EASTERN 0.4138 
SOUTH CENTRAL 0.8642 
SOUTH EASTERN 
0.2145 
SOUTH WESTERN 1.092 
WESTERN 
1.040 
Average Statewide Conversion 
Factor 
0.8280 
Figure 3.3 Climate divisions in MT. 
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3.2 Assessing Constraint on Instream Flows 
 
3.2.1  Creation of Spatial Instream Flow Right Line Segments 
 
 To address my research question exploring the spatial and temporal strain on instream 
flows in Montana, I built a geospatial polyline feature class of instream flow water right 
segments for the state of Montana. Instream flow water rights are represented as point and 
polygon data in the POD and POU layers of the Montana water rights database, but since they 
are really referred to as stream segments, I created this polyline feature class for ease of 
interpretation and visual representation. I applied the same database refinement workflow 
discussed in the previous sections to create the feature class of instream flow rights used to build 
the new polyline feature class. The only difference was that rather than using the points of 
diversion as the spatial representation of water rights, I used the place of use polygons to 
represent locations of the instream flow rights. The POU polygons offered better spatial coverage 
and representation of the stream reaches where instream flows exist. This also allowed me to 
transfer the polyline geometry of the USGS National Stream Internet hydrography layer to my 
new feature class. The only adjustment I made to the geodatabase workflow was to join the POD 
feature class to the POU feature class, the opposite of the procedure detailed in the previous 
section. I applied additional geoprocessing actions to translate the water right information from 
the POU feature class to the polyline hydrography features. With this newly created instream 
flow feature class, it is much easier to visualize the spatial distribution of instream flow water 
rights across Montana (Figure 3.4). Additionally, I added an attribute field categorizing instream 
flow rights into ownership types of state, federal, and private rights. This allows for easy 




Figure 3.4 Stream segments with instream flow water rights. 
Figure 3.5 Ownership of instream flow rights. 
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3.2.2  Comparison of Instream Flow Requirements with Gaged Streamflow 
 
 To assess the available water constraint on instream flows I compared instream flow  
water right enforceable levels (in cfs) with USGS stream gage discharge observations. I 
downloaded a point shapefile of USGS stream gages from the National Water Information 
System and displayed these in ArcGIS Pro overlaid on my instream flow polyline feature class. I 
selected gages that were located on stream reaches holding instream flow rights and used these 
for comparing streamflow. I used a total of 109 stream gages for comparisons on 59 streams with 
state-owned instream flows across the state (Figure 3.6). I only compared available USGS flow 
information against state-owned instream flow water rights because these rights make up a 
majority of the instream flow water rights in Montana, generally the largest instream flow rights, 
and can be considered a representation of current instream flow policy in the state, presenting a 




Figure 3.6 USGS stream gage locations on instream flow right stream segments. 
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 I retrieved observed streamflow data from all gages over each one’s period of record. In 
some cases, instream flow water rights had multiple gages along their length, and I retrieved data 
at each gage to compare with the instream flow enforceable right. Often, instream flow water  
rights include multiple periods of use in which the right is broken up into different enforceable 
levels for every month of the year or over different seasons. I parsed these rights out into these 
periods (enforceable flows) and compared streamflow during each time period (enforceable 
flow) to gain an understanding of the effects of seasonality on instream flow water availability. I 
used USGS 50th percentile flows of daily streamflow data for multiple years as the metric of 
comparison as this is generally the accepted method for assessing instream flow fulfillments 
(Personal correspondence with Ethan Mace, DNRC Hydrologist, 13 Nov 2020; Mace, 2015). I 
made comparisons by determining the number of days during an instream flow’s enforcement 
period where observed 50th percentile daily flows were great enough to meet the enforceable 
instream flow. Additionally, I calculated the percentage of time each that enforceable flow is met 
using 50th percentile flows. I then manually binned enforceable flows into quartiles of constraint 
based on the percentage of time that the enforceable flow was met and also included a category 
explicitly displaying flows that are fully satisfied. These bins are 0-25%, 26-50%, 51-75%, 76-
99%, and 100%. Using this information, I determined which reaches of an instream flow right 
are most constrained (during relatively normal streamflow conditions, which I identified using 
50th percentile flows) and at what time of the year.  
 I repeated this process, but rather than splitting rights with multiple enforceable flows 
into different records, I analyzed the individual water rights segment as a whole by adding 
together the number of days the instream enforceable level was met per each enforceable flow to 
calculate the constraint of the water right over its entire enforcement period. The same was done 
for instream flows that are separated into different rights along the same stream segment. I then 
analyzed constraint per stream reach to map which reaches are the most constrained, over the 
entire year or period that the right is enforceable. For example, one of the Bighorn river’s 
instream flow water rights is broken into monthly enforceable flows with different flow levels in 
each month. Through the first analysis method we can break the constraint down to each of those 
monthly flows and see the percentage of constraint of the instream right at each month. This may 
demonstrate that the right is greatly constrained at certain times of the year but not during others. 
This information is useful to understand the total constraint on that instream right over the course 
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of the entire enforceable period (the entire year in this case) and to compare how constraint on 
instream flow on one stream reach relates to other instream flow rights on stream reaches 
elsewhere in the state. This provided a picture of which instream flow right stream reaches suffer 
the greatest constraint over the longest period.  
 
3.2.3  Evaluating Irrigated Area 
 
 In order to analyze the relationship between irrigated agriculture and instream flow rights 
I compared estimates of actual irrigated acreage against the instream flow constraint found in the 
previous analysis. To evaluate the actual irrigated acreage in each DNRC basin, I received data 
from the open source maps, IrrMapper. IrrMapper uses a Random Forest modeling approach to 
predict irrigated agriculture along with dryland agriculture, uncultivated lands, and wetlands at 
30m spatial resolution and an annual timestep for 11 states in the Western U.S. (Ketchum et al. 
2020). Presently, IrrMapper boasts a high degree of classification accuracy in terms of irrigated 
vs. unirrigated land, coming in at 97.8% accuracy (Ketchum et al. 2020).  I received estimates of 
irrigated area for the years 2011-2020 in each of the 90 DNRC basins in Montana, output as total 
square miles of irrigated area and as a percent of the total basin area. I joined this tabular data to 
the DNRC basin shapefile in ArcGIS based on the ‘BASINNUM’ attribute field. I used this data 
as a metric of irrigation to compare to instream flow water rights and water rights demand in 
each basin. This information is helpful for identifying potential ‘hotspots’, or basins that 
experience constrained instream flows and have a large irrigated land footprint.  
  
3.3 Case Study – Targeting Key Water Rights for Instream Flow Programs 
 
 To address my second research question, I chose to implement a case study approach to 
get at the ‘how’ questions of exploring innovative approaches to conflicts between irrigated 
agriculture water needs and ecological water needs, and identifying key water rights to target 
with new or potential approaches. In this section, I address my third and fourth research 
objectives by using my refined water rights geodatabase combined with the stream network 





3.3.1  Case Study Description: The Flint Creek Basin 
 
 Flint Creek is located in the Flint-Rock Watershed of western Montana, flowing into the 
Clark Fork River near the town of Drummond, approximately 70 miles downstream of the city of 
Butte and 50 miles upstream of Missoula, MT. The basin boundary analyzed in this case study is 
the boundary delineated by DNRC as one of their administrative water rights basins. The Flint 
Creek basin (#76GJ) occupies approximately 321,847 acres or 503 square miles. Flint Creek lies 
within Granite County, one of the lower population counties in the state with a population of just 
3,379 reported in 2019. Only four towns are within the Flint Creek basin: Philipsburg, Maxville, 
Hall, and Drummond.  
 The area’s residents primarily rely on natural resources for their livelihoods, with 
ranching and farming, timber harvesting, and mining historically the largest industries in the 
area. The mining boom in the 1850s was expansive here and ranching accompanied the growth 
of mining activities. Although mining in the county slowly decreased, ranching remained, largely 
supporting the local economy. Most ranchers and farmers in the Granite County area raise 
livestock (primarily cow-calf operations) and grow forage crops or hardy varieties of small 
grains (mostly barley, oats, and some spring wheat) (NRCS, 2003). The area also provides 
recreation opportunities, offering wildlife viewing, camping, fishing, and water recreation 
activities on the Clark Fork River, Flint Creek, Georgetown Lake, and numerous small lakes 
throughout the area. Additionally, the Anaconda-Pintler Wilderness, designated in 1964, and 
located just south of the basin offers outdoor opportunities.  
 Elevations in Granite County typically range from 3,600 to 7,000 feet with a few peaks 
extending above 9,000 feet. The area is characterized by rugged, mountainous terrain and flat, 
wide valleys (NRCS, 2003). The Flint Creek basin experiences large variations in climate within 
short distances and a pronounced difference in precipitation between mountain and valley areas. 
Annual precipitation ranges from 10 to 40 inches with mean annual temperatures from 35 to 43 
degrees Fahrenheit (NRCS, 2003). The wet season in the valleys usually occurs in late spring 
and early summer, typically during May, June, and July. The growing season in the valleys 
typically ranges from 30 to 105 days (NRCS, 2003).  
 Three major reservoir projects play a large role in the hydrology of the Flint Creek basin, 
providing water to many irrigators in the valleys. Georgetown lake is the largest of the three, 
located in the headwaters of Flint Creek near Philipsburg and storing 31,000 acre-feet of water. 
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Located in the neighboring Rock Creek drainage, the East Fork Rock Creek Reservoir has an 
active storage of 16,000 acre-feet and uses inter-basin transfer to supply water to Flint Creek. 
Lower Willow Creek Reservoir stores 4,800 acre-feet and supplies water to the Drummond 
Valley irrigators in the summer (State Engineer’s Office, 1959; MBMG, 1997). During dry 
periods in the summer, water transferred from the East Fork Rock Creek Reservoir almost 
doubles the summer inflow into the basin (MBMG, 1997).  
 Agriculture is by far the largest consumer of water in the Flint Creek basin today. Past 
estimates place approximately 8,200 acres of irrigated land in the Philipsburg valley and 17,000 
acres in the Drummond valley (MBMG, 1997). In 1935, the State Water Conservation Board 
received a loan and grant offer from the Federal government to construct the Flint Creek Project, 
including the creation of the East Fork Rock Creek Reservoir which drastically altered irrigation 
in the Flint Creek basin (State Engineer’s Office, 1959). The formation of this project and the 
water provided by the East Fork Rock Creek Reservoir provided additional water to the Flint 
Creek basin that otherwise would have never entered the basin at all. The Flint Creek Water 
User’s Association administers the project and is responsible for the distribution of water.  
 Besides the storage reservoir, the project consists of a main diversion canal with a storage 
capacity of 200 cfs that conveys water from the reservoir to the Flint Creek basin and four other 
distribution canals (Metcalf, Flint Creek, Marshall, and Allendale) (State Engineer’s Office, 
1959). The Allendale Canal was built in the early 1990s by the Allendale Irrigation Company, 
adding some complexity to analyzing water rights in the area. During the construction of the 
Flint Creek Project, the ditch capacity of the Allendale Canal was enlarged by 125 cfs. The 
Allendale Irrigation Company and the State Water Conservation Board came to an agreement in 
which the State would be allowed use of the ditch in return for providing the irrigation company 
with certain amounts of water throughout the irrigation season (MBMG, 1997). Water diverted 
in the canal is administered by the Flint Creek Water Users Association to fulfill Allendale 
Irrigation Company water rights, Allendale Irrigation Company rights that are supplemented 
with Reservoir water rights, and additional private irrigation water rights that did not have water 
prior to the reservoir construction (State Engineer’s Office, 1959).  
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Figure 3.7 Map of the Flint Creek Watershed study area. The Flint Creek basin in Western Montana. Data Sources: 
National Hydrography Dataset (NHDPlus), National Water Information Center (NWIS), MT DNRC. 
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3.3.2 Flint Creek Basin Stream Network  
 
 To better understand the influence of irrigation water use on streamflow in the Flint 
Creek Basin I created a stream network of water rights that routes the demand for extracted water 
downstream. From this network, we can visualize the total demand from irrigation water rights 
throughout the drainage area. I created the stream network using an ArcGIS toolset called Spatial 
Tools for the Analysis of River Systems, or STARS (Peterson & Ver Hoef, 2014). STARS is a 
custom toolset for ArcGIS that was built to help users generate the spatial data necessary to fit 
spatial stream-network models. Included in this toolset is the Functional Linkage of Waterbasins 
and Streams (FLoWS) toolbox which is a set of graph theoretic-based analysis tools that 
functionally link aquatic and terrestrial components of the landscape based on hydrologic 
processes (Theobald et al. 2006). The STARS toolbox uses the FLoWS-based landscape network 
(LSN) directional graph to generate and format geometry, attribute data, and topological 
relationships of the input spatial datasets. The LSN is stored as an ESRI personal geodatabase 
and stores both topology and geometry. The LSN produces a nodes and edges feature class and 
three tables which store spatial relationships. The nodes feature class represents topological 
breaks in the stream network such as stream sources, outlets, and confluences. The edges 
represent flow paths, or line segments, connecting the nodes and can be created any polyline 
layer representing stream reaches.  
 To create the Flint Creek Basin stream network, I used my refined geodatabase and 
queried rights within Basin 76GJ (found in the WRNUMBER attribute) resulting in a dataset of 
all irrigation water rights in the basin. I chose to use the National Stream Internet network as the 
streams shapefile to create the edges feature class in the LSN. The NSI was derived from the 
National Hydrography Dataset Plus, Version 2 (NHDPlusV2) and is modified to work directly 
with the STARS software package (Nagel, Peterson, Isaak, Ver Hoef  & Horan, 2017). The 
streams data must be topologically correct to ensure that hydrologic distances and spatial 
relationships are correct and by using the NSI I was able to avoid fixing large quantities of 
topological errors that are common in GIS data.  
 The STARS toolbox also allows users to incorporate sample site point features into the 
LSN. In my analysis the sample sites used are the water right places of diversion. One challenge 
here is that the POD feature locations are based on legal land descriptions and therefore are not 
usually located directly on a stream segment, even though they realistically should be. The 
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STARS solution is to ‘snap’ the sites to the nearest stream segment by using the ‘Snap Points to 
Landscape Network’ tool. I manually examined each snapped POD to ensure that it was located 
in a position that appeared reasonably accurate and edited any that were not. As previously 
discussed, the PODs in the database do not represent exact spatial locations so I made a best 
effort to determine the point from where each water right was diverted through a visual 
inspection of aerial imagery and hydrography.  
 STARS also includes a tool that uses the topological relationships created in the LSN to 
accumulate attributes downstream through the network. The ‘Accumulate Values Downstream’ 
tool produces attributes for the downstream node of each edge. For my analysis I accumulated 
flow rates and volumes of water rights downstream through the Flint Creek drainage area. One 
challenge to that process is that many of the POD features are spatially coincident, i.e. have the 
same x,y coordinates and overlay each other. This causes the tool to double count values since 
one of the coincident points is assigned the upstream accumulated value, resulting in large 
overestimations at the outlet of the stream network. To account for this, I used the ‘Collect 
Events’ tool from the Spatial Statistics toolbox in ArcGIS Pro to convert event data (the POD) to 
weighted point data. The tool combines coincident points and creates a new output feature class 
containing all the unique locations of the input feature class and then adds a field that holds the 
sum of all incidents at each unique location. I symbolized the ‘Collect Events’ layer with 
graduated symbols to visually identify those POD locations with more than one feature. From 
here I manually separated coincident PODs so that there were no points on the network that were 
spatially coincident. I then re-incorporated these edited POD points into the LSN points by 
snapping to the edges feature class. 
 A second challenge with accumulating the POD variables was that there could be many 
POD features along a single edge segment. This caused some problems with accumulating values 
correctly as well, again leading to overestimations due to double counting points along reaches. 
To fix this, I split my stream file (Flint basin NSI) lines using the ArcGIS tool, Split by Point, to 
split the line segments at every POD so that each point feature is contained in a separate stream 
reach. I was then able to use the Accumulate Values Downstream tool with the edited streams 
and sites files to calculate the total upstream flow rate and volume at each stream reach along the 
network, and producing an approximation of the total irrigation demand for the entire basin. 
Using this information of accumulated irrigation water right flow rates, I compared the upstream 
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irrigation demand to observed daily average streamflow (over the entire period of record) at two 
USGS stream gages along Flint Creek.  
 STARS also contains two tools that calculate upstream distances between a stream 
network’s outlet and each of the edges and sites located along the network. The confluence of 
Flint Creek with the Clark Fork River is the outlet point for the Flint Creek basin. In addition to 
the visualized spatial locations of water rights, it is useful to have attribute information of the 
right’s location in the network when analyzing each water right’s individual influence on the 
system. I used the STARS ‘Upstream Distance – Edges’ tool to first calculate the total distance 
from the uppermost location of each line segment in the edges feature class to the stream outlet 
and record it in the edges attribute table. This is a necessary step before calculating the upstream 
distances to sites on the network. Next, the ‘Upstream Distance – Sites’ tool calculates the tool 
distance from each site, in this case each POD, to the stream outlet and records it in the sites 
attribute table. Since I used a projection for my spatial data that is measured in meters, the 
upstream distances are recorded as meters in the attribute table, but I also converted these 

















CHAPTER 4 RESULTS 
 
 
4.1 Statewide Analysis of Instream Flow Constraint 
 
 Instream flow water rights take on a variety of forms (e.g. single year-round water right, 
single water right with multiple enforceable flows for different time periods, multiple water 
rights along the same reach), making analysis and interpretation of these rights complicated. For 
example, some instream flow water rights contain just a single enforceable flow rate for their 
entire enforceable period (e.g. 500 cfs from 1/1 - 12/31) while some are broken into multiple 
water rights enforceable during different times of the year, at different flow rates. Additionally, 
some instream flows are enforceable under a single water right throughout the entire year, but at 
different flow rates during different times of the year. Based on this knowledge, I implemented 
two different approaches to produce a broad assessment of the current instream flow program in 
Montana, as detailed in the Methods chapter. In this chapter I present the results of my overall 
analysis of the MT instream flow program, highlight areas of potential conflict between instream 
flow and irrigated agriculture water demands, and present results of a case study specifically 
examining irrigation water rights in the Flint Creek basin, a basin with known conflict over 
water, but absent any legally-enforceable instream flow rights. It is important to note that water 
rights are constantly changing, however, this analysis is a static investigation of water rights at 
the present moment in time (i.e. current as of last download of the MT water rights database; 
May 19, 2020). 
 
4.1.1 Constraint by Enforceable Flow 
 
   Since many instream flow water rights have different flow rates enforceable during 
different times of the year and even monthly, I first analyzed gaged streamflow (50th percentile, 
historic normal flow conditions) against all enforceable flows to investigate current instream 
flow rights on a stream-by-stream basis. In doing so, I determined which enforceable flows are 
not met and which are met all of the time during normal flow conditions (Figure 4.1; Table 4.1). 
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     Table 4.1 Percentage of total enforceable flows in each constraint category a   
 
a 
where constraint category is the percent of time (based on days) that 50th percentile daily flow falls beneath the 
instream flow enforceable level (threshold). 
 
Constraint Category – % 
time ISF Threshold is Met 
% of Total Enforceable 
Flows in Each Category 
Number of Enforceable 
Flows N=334 
0-25% 14.07% 47 
26-50% 11.97% 40 
51-75% 10.77% 36 
76-99% 12.57% 42 
100% 50.6% 169 
Figure 4.1 Constraint of 50th percentile daily flow to meet instream enforceable flows. Uses symbol layer 
drawing to highlight reaches with greatest constraint (≤25%).  
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 Table 4.1 shows that about half of the total enforceable flows are completely fulfilled 
under historic normal flow conditions (i.e. 50th percentile daily flows). The remaining water 
rights are distributed fairly evenly throughout the other four levels of instream flow constraint, 
with the second highest percentage residing in  ≤ 25 % constraint category (14.07% of total 
rights). An analysis of the enforceable flows that are fulfilled under normal flow conditions 
revealed that they range widely in terms of their enforceable periods; some contain year-round 
enforceable flows while others possess much smaller periods, such as by month. Additionally, 
they were not biased in terms of the time of year that they occur (i.e. the fulfilled enforceable 
flows occur through-out the year). This was also the case with enforceable flows that are met  ≤ 
25 % of the time during their enforceable period (Table 4.1). Figure 4.1 gives a visual 
representation of constraint, highlighting enforceable flows that are met very infrequently. 
Stream segments containing enforceable flows with the greatest constraint were found in the 
rivers and basins: the Bighorn, Big Hole, Blackfoot, Gallatin, South Fork Flathead, North Fork 
Flathead, Tobacco, Shields, Redwater, Middle Fork Poplar, Madison, Musselshell, Beaver 
Creek, Rock Creek, and Tenmile Creek. The DNRC basins in which these streams are located 
include the Big Hole (41D), Madison (41F), Gallatin River (41H), Missouri River above Holter 
Dam (41I), Shields River (43A), Blackfoot River (76F), South Fork Flathead River (76J), 
Flathead River to and including Flathead Lake (76LJ), Kootenai River (76D), Musselshell River 
above Roundup (40A), Bighorn River below Greybull River (43P), Beaver Creek (40M), Rock 
Creek (40N), Poplar River (40Q), and the Redwater River (40P).   
 
4.1.2 Irrigation Season vs. Non-Irrigation Season 
 
 Since a large focus of my research is on the interaction between irrigation water rights  
and instream flow water rights, I separated out the instream flow time periods into two groups: 
irrigation season, containing instream flows with enforceable periods between April 1 and 
September 30; and non-irrigation season, containing enforceable periods occurring between 
October through the end of March. Teasing apart these seasons allows for an analysis 
determining which basins are constrained in their 50th percentile flow to meet instream flows 
during the irrigation season, which may provide insight into the reason for flow constraint (Table 
4.2; Figure 4.2). Out of the 164 unique instream flow water rights included in this analysis, 154 
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possess enforceable flows during the irrigation season of April through September (this included 
rights with year-long enforceable flows).  
 
Table 4.2 Percentage of total enforceable flows in each constraint category during irrigation season.  
 
Irrigation Season (April – September) 
Constraint Category – % 
of  Time ISF Threshold is 
Met 
% of Total Enforceable 
Flows in Each Category 
Number of Enforceable 
Flows 
N=247 
0-25% 10.93% 27 
26-50% 14.57% 36 
51-75% 12.55% 31 
76-99% 12.55% 31 
100% 49.39% 122 
Figure 4.2 Constraint of 50th percentile daily flows to meet enforceable flows during irrigation season. 
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 Table 4.2 contains a summary of instream flow constraint that occurs during the irrigation 
season (Apr.-Sept.). This summary shows much similarity to the previous Table (4.1). Roughly 
half of the instream flow right enforceable flows analyzed are fulfilled under normal flow 
conditions (given 50th percentile flow values). The percentage of those falling in the constraint 
category  ≤ 25 % went down slightly when only enforceable flows occurring during the irrigation 
season were considered (from 14.07% to 10.93%).  
 From this analysis I found five basins in which enforceable flows are not met at all under 
normal flow conditions at any point during the irrigation season (i.e. met 0% of the time given 
50th percentile flows), out of 48 total basins with enforceable flows occurring in the irrigation 
season. These basins include the Poplar River (East and Middle Fork Poplar River) from April 
through November, Bighorn River Below Greybull (Bighorn River) in April and August, Shields 
River (Shields River) in June, Flathead River to and Including Flathead Lake (North Fork 
Flathead River) from mid-July through September, and Kootenai River Basin (Tobacco River) 
for half of June. In addition, a few reaches experience less constraint during the irrigation season 
than was found during the non-irrigation season. Given 50th percentile flow values, the instream 
flow on the Powder River in the Powder River Below Clear Creek Basin is met 100% of the time 
during the irrigation months but experiences a slight constraint during the month of March when 
flows are met 87% of the time. This is also the case in South End Subbasin of the Bitterroot 
River where the instream flow is met 78% of the time from October through April, 79% from 
May through June, and then 92% of the time from July through September.  
 Of the total number of enforceable flows occurring during the non-irrigation season (not 
including year-round flows), just over half are fulfilled at all times, given 50th percentile flow 
conditions (Table 4.3, Figure 4.3). Approximately 23% of enforceable flows during the non-
irrigation season are met very infrequently (0-25%), making this the second highest instream 
flow constraint category for this time period. There are clear differences when year-round flows 
are and are not considered in the non-irrigation season. With year-round flows, the percentage of 
enforceable flows that are met all of the time goes down to 45.60%. Also, the percentage drops 





Table 4.3 Percentage of total enforceable flows in each constraint category during the non-irrigation season. 
 
Non – Irrigation Season 
Constraint 
Category – % of  
Time ISF 
Threshold is Met 
% of Total 
Enforceable 











% of Total 
Enforceable 









0-25% 22.99% 20 17.10% 33 
26-50% 4.60% 4 13.47% 26 
51-75% 5.75% 5 13.47% 26 
76-99% 12.64% 11 10.36% 20 
100% 54.02% 47 45.60% 88 
Figure 4.3 Constraint of 50th percentile daily flows to meet enforceable flows during the non-irrigation season only. 
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4.1.3 Constraint by Reach 
 
 In addition to analyzing instream flow constraint by all enforceable flows, I also analyzed 
by individual stream reaches in order get a broad overview of which streams and what part of the 
stream (if there are multiple gages) experience the most instream flow constraint over their entire 
enforceable period, under 50th percentile flow conditions (Table 4.4; Figure 4.4). Previously in 
the Methods section, I used the Bighorn River as an example to explain these methods. The 
Bighorn contains a year-round instream flow water right, but it is broken down into multiple 
enforceable flows that contain differing flow rates (in cfs) to satisfy the water right throughout 
the year. When I analyzed instream flow vs. gaged flows on the Big Horn, I separated it out into 
its respective flows (13 enforceable flows for different time periods) and I compared the flow 
rate of each to the 50th percentile streamflow, resulting in a constraint assigned to each 
enforceable flow for the single water right. Additionally, I used data from three active USGS 
gages spread along the length of the Big Horn where the instream flow right is held. I analyzed 
constraint for each enforceable flow at each of the three gages, resulting in 39 records of 
instream flow constraint for this single water right. From this information, I found that instream 
flow on the Bighorn is not met or met very infrequently during most of the winter months, some 
of early spring, and during August, at all three gages.  
 Since there is a lot of information to sift through here when comparing by each 
enforceable flow, I thought it would also be informative to quantify how constrained a stream 
reach is in its entirety, over the whole year (or the entire enforceable period). To do so, I 
averaged the constraint across all gages and enforceable flows to get a percentage of time that the 
instream flows are met along a particular reach (e.g. the Bighorn River’s enforceable instream 
flow reach). Together, both of these pieces of information demonstrate that, broadly speaking, 
the Bighorn River instream flow is met between 26-50% of the time over its entire period of use 
along its whole reach, and that current streamflow on the Bighorn River is most constrained in its 
ability to meet instream flow requirements during the winter months and in August (instream 
flow is met less than 25% of the time). More nuanced information about the enforcement period 
and reach on the Big Horn is available based on the great number of gages (there are a total of 5 
USGS gages along the river) and flow data for the river. 
 Approximately 25% of individual stream reaches contain 50th percentile flows that are 
great enough to fulfill enforceable instream flow levels, year-round. Fewer individual stream 
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reaches fall under the largest category of constraint (meeting instream flow 0-25% of the time) 
than any of the other categories in this dataset (5.68%). From these data it appears that most 
individual reaches experience moderate to low (50-99%) (Table 4.4; Figure 4.4).  
 
 

















Constraint Category – % of 
Time ISF Threshold is Met 
Percentage of Reaches in 
Each Category 
Number of Reaches 
N = 88 
0-25% 5.68% 5 
26-50% 15.91% 14 
51-75% 26.14% 23 
76-99% 27.27% 24 




 Figure 4.4 Instream flow constraint by stream reach over entire enforceable period. 
  
 This statewide analysis demonstrates a method to constructively critique the state of the 
current Montana instream flow program. This approached allowed me to broadly identify areas 
where the current system of instream flow rights falls short under historic normal, 50th percentile 
flow conditions, and where it is robust. The results of this investigation show that there are a 
large number of basins in the state that appear to experience some level of constraint with 
regards to the ability of current streamflow to meet instream flow requirements. Throughout this 
analysis there were a few basins that consistently displayed high levels of instream flow 
constraint. These basins include: The Big Hole River, Redwater River, Beaver Creek, Rock 
Creek, and Poplar River. In addition to these basins, the Blackfoot River, Shields River, Madison 
River, Bighorn below Greybull River, S.F. Flathead River, Kootenai River, Flathead River to 
and including Flathead Lake, Gallatin River, Missouri River above Holter Dam, and the 
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Musselshell River above Roundup all appear to experience high levels of constraint during the 
irrigation season alone.  
 It is also important to note that there are many basins that experience no constraint on the 
ability of historic normal streamflow to meet enforceable instream flows. Some examples of 
these basins include Ruby River (Figure 4.5; Figure 4.6), Teton River, Tongue River (Below, 
and Above and Including Hanging Woman Creek), Stillwater River, and many of the basins that 
the Missouri River passes through. Although these basins show no constraint on current instream 
flows, it is hard to say whether this is due to adequate streamflow and that the instream flow 
rights are truly robust, or whether the instream flows potentially do not provide an adequate 








Figure 4.6 Ruby River gaged streamflow v. instream flow at Twin Bridges, MT. Period of record 1940-2019. 
 
4.2 Potential Conflict Hotspots – Interaction between Irrigation and Instream 
Flow Water Rights 
 
 With this general knowledge of instream flow constraint in Montana, I turned my focus 
to exploring a sub-question of my first research question: determining which areas of the state 
currently experience conflict over water use and may potentially see more conflict in the future. 
To do so, I investigated the relationship between irrigation and instream flow water rights using 
my refined spatial dataset of Montana water rights. To conduct this analysis, I assumed that there 
is a strong positive relationship between total irrigated area and the maximum total water rights 
demand in a basin. This assumption allowed for comparisons between these variables and aided 
in identifying areas of potential conflict. I conducted a reality check on this assumption by 
calculating the correlation coefficient between irrigated acreage and maximum water rights 
demand (in cfs) in all DNRC water basins in Montana. Since both variables span orders of 
magnitude, creating issues for correlation, I applied a log (base 10) transformation to the 
variables and calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient. A log-log plot of the relationship 
between these variables is shown in figure 4.7. Pearson’s r = 0.8233 indicates a moderately 
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strong positive association between irrigated acreage and max water right demand. Additionally, 
a significance test on the correlation resulted in overwhelming evidence of a positive correlation 
between the variables (p = 2.2 x 10-16) and  95% confidence that the true correlation is between 
0.7382 and 0.8826. 
 
  
 Figure 4.8 depicts the estimated irrigated area in acres contained in each DNRC basin and 
compares that to the total irrigation water rights demand as a flow rate in cubic feet per second 
found in the water rights database. The bivariate symbolization of Figure 4.8 allows for a visual 
analysis of the relationship between the maximum irrigation water rights demand (in ft3/sec) and 
irrigated area (in acres) by DNRC basin. The basins colored the darkest shade of blue/purple 
(color in the upper righthand side of legend) have both a high irrigation water rights demand and 
a large amount of irrigated acreage. Those colored shade of almost white indicate basins that 
have a low irrigation water rights demand as well as a small number of irrigated acres. The 
Figure 4.7 Relationship between irrigated acreage and max water rights demand. 
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Flathead River Below Flathead Lake contains the largest irrigated acreage in the state and also 
the greatest irrigation water rights demand. There are a few basins that have relatively little 
irrigated acreage but experience slightly larger water demands than might be expected (e.g. 
Shields River, Sweet Grass Creek, Little Powder River) as compared to basins of similar land 
size who have more irrigated acreage but smaller water rights demand. An example of this is the 
Shields River Basin (~850 mi2) which contains an average irrigated acreage of 9,630 (from 
2011-2020) and a water right demand of 3,064 cfs compared to the Boulder River Basin (~762 
mi2) that has an average irrigated acreage of 15,663 and a water right demand of 908 cfs.  
  
  
 In a comparison of irrigated acreage and irrigation water demand to the results of the 
instream flow constraint analysis, I found that the Big Hole River basin stands out as an area of 
potential conflict. The Big Hole is frequently constrained in its ability to meet instream flows 
Figure 4.8 Irrigated acreage compared with the irrigation water rights demand per DNRC water basin. 
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(often meets enforceable flows less than 25% of the time during irrigation season), contains a 
large amount of irrigated acreage (63,306), and has a large irrigation water right demand (16,035 
cfs). The Gallatin basin also frequently experiences high levels of instream flow constraint, has a 
large estimated irrigated acreage, and a relatively large irrigation water demand. Similarly, the 
Big Horn, Beaverhead, Musselshell Above Roundup, Flathead River to and including Flathead 
Lake, and the Missouri River above Holter Dam basins all experience high levels of instream 
flow constraint and have large irrigation water rights demands and estimated irrigated acreage. In 
addition, it is worthwhile to also mention that Red Rock River and Madison River basins 
frequently experience higher levels on instream flow constraint and have large irrigation water 
demands (>3,000 cfs) although they have fewer irrigated acres than those basins mentioned 
previously. As mentioned in the instream flow constraint analysis, the Shields River Basin 
experiences high levels of constraint (near the outflow of the basin) and although it is estimated 
to have very little irrigation acreage, it has a large demand for irrigation water (>3,000 cfs), 
flagging the basin as a potential area of conflict.  
 
4.3 Flint Creek Case Study 
  
 In this section I discuss the results of a selection framework developed to identify water 
rights with high potential to increase instream flows during periods of drought or streamflow 
constraint as a result of agricultural diversions. The Flint Creek Basin is the sixth smallest DNRC 
basin in the state out of 85 (with the Bitterroot consolidated into one basin), covering 
approximately 321,847 total acres. For its relatively small size and fairly mountainous 
geography, the Flint Creek Basin has a relatively large amount of irrigated acreage (an estimated 
30,762 acres in 2020) compared to other basins, placing it near the median for the number of 
irrigated acres per basin in the state. Additionally, there are no state-held instream flows in this 
basin, although Flint Creek is known to have significantly impacted fisheries, particularly during 
the irrigation season (Granite Headwaters Watershed Group, 2014).  
 
4.3.1 Streamflow and Water Right Demand  
 
 The approximate average output of Flint Creek Basin is 125,000 acre-feet annually 
(MBMG, 1997). Irrigation water rights data for the basin reveal that it is highly over-allocated 
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with a maximum allocated flow rate of approximately 2,000 cubic feet per second, or an 
estimated 417,179 acre-feet annually, triple the average output in the basin. Mean daily flows on 
Flint Creek peak around 360 cfs in mid-June and average 145 cfs daily throughout the year 
(measured at Drummond, MT; Figure 4.9).  
 Using the stream network of irrigation water rights, I created (see Methods section 3.3.2), 
I assessed the total upstream irrigation water demand (allocated via water rights) at two USGS 
gages on Flint Creek. One gage is located near the outflow of the basin (Drummond) and one is 
located at the end of the Philipsburg valley before the creek enters a canyon and descends to the 
Drummond Valley (Maxville). Above the Maxville gage there is an estimated irrigation demand 
of approximately 916 cfs, representing the demand for the Philipsburg Valley (Figure 4.10). 
Between Maxville and the gage at Drummond, the basin adds an additional 883 cfs in irrigation 
demand for a total upstream irrigation water demand of 1,799 cfs at the Drummond gage. This is 
slightly less than the total demand of the basin (~2,000 cfs) because their a few water right points 
of diversion downstream of this gage. The gage at Drummond depicts a clear dip in streamflow 
that corresponds with the irrigation season, dropping off steeply in mid-June and picking back up 
around the beginning of September (Figure 4.9).  
Figure 4.9 USGS gaged streamflow on Flint Creek at Drummond, MT. 
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4.3.2 Water Rights Analysis 
 
 Prior appropriation, as mentioned earlier in this thesis, prioritizes rights by the time of 
establishment (priority date). Water right users with the oldest priority dates (seniors) have the 
right to divert the total amount of water allocated in their water right before any junior water user 
can pull water from the stream. With this in mind, it is important to examine the distribution of 
water right priority dates in the basin. Using the spatial water rights data, I determined that the 
basin contains largely senior irrigation water rights, with the majority possessing priority dates 
falling before the 1900s (Figure 4.11). In fact, 248 out of the total 359 irrigation water rights in 
the Flint Creek Basin have priority dates prior to 1900 (69.1%) and over 80% have priority dates 




































 Some of the largest water rights (in terms of total allocated flow rate) have priority dates 
in the 1930s. Most of these are the irrigation water rights under ownership of the DNRC. As 
described earlier in this thesis, these rights are associated with the Flint Creek Irrigation Project 
that provided irrigation infrastructure to convey water from reservoirs to irrigators in the Flint 
Creek Basin valleys. The state owns the irrigation infrastructure but the conveyed water is 
administered by the Flint Creek Water User Association for irrigators to use. Water rights that 
are a part of this project primarily have a priority date of 1936, although there is one right with a 
date of 1910 that supplies water to the Allendale Canal to fulfill the Allendale Irrigation 
Company’s water right. This is visually clear in Figure 4.12 which explores the distribution of 
water rights according to their priority date and allocated flow rate. It is also noticeable that 
although the largest water rights have priority dates in the 1930s, the most senior rights also 
possess a significant portion of the appropriated flow rate in the basin. The mean flow rate of all 
Figure 4.11 Irrigation water rights per decade in the Flint Creek basin. 
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the irrigation rights in the basin is 5.66 cfs, a substantial amount for a single irrigation water right 
(Figure 4.13). Additionally, Figure 4.14 depicts the frequency of quantified flow rate amounts 


























































Figure 4.13 Frequency of quantified flow rate values.  
Figure 4.14 Frequency of quantified flow rates with largest owner removed. 
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Figure 4.15 Locations of all points of diversion for the irrigation water rights in the Flint Creek Basin 
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 An examination of the spatial water rights sourced from waters in the Flint Creek Basin 
resulted in an estimation of the largest water rights owners (by total allocated flow rate per 
owner) in the basin (Figure 4.16). As mentioned earlier, the DNRC owns the largest water rights 
in the basin (based on maximum flow rate allocated per year), 54% of the total appropriated flow 
rate of the basin. The DNRC owns 18 rights in total as a part of the Flint Creek Project. The 
Munis Family Limited Partnership owns the second largest share of water rights, about 3% of the 
total flow rate from the 15 water rights under their ownership. 
 When I removed the DNRC water rights from the dataset, the Munis Family rights 
increased to include 8% of the remaining total basin flow rate (Figure 4.17). Verlanic Ranch (4 
rights), the Buxbaums (14 rights), and McCattle Ranch Co. (12 rights) each occupy around 4% 



































































MT DNRC 1910, 1936 1096 255,500 
Munis Family 1879-1902 69.39 13508.3 
Verlanic Ranch 1873-1918 39.37 7495.05 
Buxbaum 1867-1984 37.94 4995.24 
McCattle Ranch Co. 1872-1907 35.66 6685.88 
Figure 4.17 Percent of total appropriated flow belonging to each owner with the DNRC water 
rights removed from the dataset. 
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 Using the spatial dataset of water rights and the stream network I created for the Flint 
Creek Basin, I calculated the upstream distance from the confluence of the Clark Fork River to 
each water right point of diversion. I used this step in my selection framework to explore the 
spatial component of identifying target water rights for basin-wide water conservation programs. 
Figure 4.18 visualizes the spatial distribution of water rights as a distance from the confluence of 
the Clark Fork, and examines each right by its priority date, flow rate, and ownership. From this 
figure, there is a clear distinction between the two valleys in the basin. Water rights located in 
the Philipsburg Valley are visualized in the upper half of the graph from about mile 25 and up. 
Water rights in the Drummond Valley are visible in the bottom half of the graph up to about mile 
20. The spatial distribution of water rights can be critical in identifying the most influential water 
rights for improving instream flows. Water rights located further from where instream flows are 
needed may not be as impactful as those who divert nearest the area in need.  
 As seen in Figure 4.18, the DNRC water rights extend across both valleys, with the 
largest right (157 cfs) diverting water near the confluence of the Clark Fork River. The Buxbaum 
rights and Verlanic Ranch rights also divert water in the Drummond Valley, closer to the Clark 
Fork River than the other largest right owners. It appears that Verlanic Ranch diverts water for 
all four water rights at a single point of diversion roughly six or seven miles from the confluence 
of the Clark Fork. The Buxbaum rights are scattered throughout the Drummond Valley and are 




 To further investigate which water rights may have the largest impact on returning flows 
instream, I calculated the ratio of the maximum irrigated acres per water right to flow rate (cfs) 
of each right. This provides an estimate of which water rights are allocated the most water per 
land area. Water users with the biggest duty of water (i.e. the ability to apply the most water to 
the land) is an important feature in identifying potential lessees for short-term leasing. Figure 
4.19 depicts these ratios per water right. Only water rights with priority dates prior to 1930 were 
included in this scatterplot. Water rights symbolized with larger circles have more water to apply 
per acre than those with smaller circles. This information is particularly useful for the state 
and/or conservation organizations when determining the users or locations of water rights to 




























Figure 4.19 Water duty of individual water rights in the Flint Creek Basin.  
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CHAPTER 5 DISCUSSION 
 
 State water policies and the institutions governing water use in Montana are increasingly 
at odds with a rapidly changing and uncertain water supply, a growing demand, and a need for 
water in different capacities than previously prioritized (i.e. instream flows, increasing domestic 
needs due to growth; Benson, 2012; Huffaker, 2000). Even with an increasing demand for water 
instream to support aquatic habitat, aquatic species populations, and water-based recreation 
activities, the system for administering prior appropriation water rights is not designed to handle 
this shift in public value and water use easily (Tarlock, 2018). The current process in Montana 
for changing the purpose of consumptive water rights to instream flow is challenging, especially 
in basins where all available water is legally allocated, and to some degree, abstracted and put to 
use. Montana has, however, made changes to their administration of prior appropriation in 
attempt to account for increased demand of non-consumptive water uses. The state first 
designated state-owned instream flows in 1969 (Murphy Rights), included instream flow as a 
beneficial use in 1973, and created an instream flow leasing program in 1989 (expanded in 1995 
to include private third parties; McKinney, 1990). Although these are significant advancements 
in addressing water use conflicts, current policies still often fall short of meeting needs, are slow 
to implement, and are few (Ziemer, 2010; Coveli et al. 2016). The major reason for the failure of 
the current state instream flow program is that these instream flow rights are generally junior in 
priority and senior water right holders can still dewater streams even in the presence of these 
instream flows. Due to the rapid nature of shifting water supplies and changing public values 
over water use, it is imperative that these challenges be addressed in a timely matter and that 
innovative policy solutions be explored to aid in managing future conflicts and water scarcities. 
 
5.1 State of the Current Instream Flow Program in Montana  
 
 As stated earlier in this thesis, a major assumption of my research is that instream flow 
water rights are really the only metric by which to measure the legal needs of non-consumptive 
water rights, and thus the only consistent metric to determine the baseline flow needed to 
maintain healthy aquatic life in streams. The biggest challenge with this assumption is that not all 
streams in MT have legally-enforceable instream flow rights and those that do are often the most 
highly regarded trout fisheries. Furthermore, the legal process to change consumptive rights to 
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non-consumptive instream rights is challenging, time-consuming, and generally expensive (see 
CFC v. MT DNRC, 2019). Given this assumption, and to acknowledge changing demands to 
keep more water instream, I analyzed state-held instream flow rights statewide to identify 
streams with designated instream flows and which are met and not met under current conditions. 
I also compared this against agricultural demand to see if this data can be useful in determining 
current and potential hotspots for conflict between consumptive irrigated agriculture needs and a 
growing demand for instream flow—i.e. where do flow problems exist in locations where 
instream flow rights do not.  
 
5.1.1 Analyzing Current Constraints on Instream Flow in Montana  
 
 Constraint on streamflow to meet enforceable instream flow water rights ranges widely 
basin-by-basin and varies in geographic location across Montana. Although I found that some 
basins experience high levels of instream flow constraint during the irrigation season, there are 
also many instances in which constraint was greater during the non-irrigation season (see Table 
4.2; Table 4.3). Further, a higher percentage of instream enforceable flows were not met or met 
very infrequently during the non-irrigation season than during. For example, instream flows on 
the upper Bitterroot River (Near Darby) and on the Powder River become more constrained 
during the non-irrigation season.  
 It is important to keep in mind the caveat that many stream gage sites where instream 
flow water rights exist require context-dependent refinement to account for factors such as 
changes in reservoir operations. There are a handful of USGS gages in the state where 
streamflow was measured before and after reservoir installations or where there were large 
changes in reservoir operations, making streamflow susceptible to changes that affect base flow 
and low flow periods.  This can confound results of streamflow comparisons to a threshold value 
by intertwining contemporary flow regimes with historic flow regimes. An example of this of 
this is the Bitterroot River and the operations of Painted Rocks Reservoir. Montana Fish, 
Wildlife, and Parks has a contract for 15,000 acre-feet of water in the Painted Rocks Reservoir to 
store water for supplemental flows on the Bitterroot. The DNRC began actively managing 
instream flow releases from the Reservoir beginning in the mid to late 1990s. At first, stored 
water was not fully released; only the amount of water needed to keep flows at Bell Crossing as 
close to a targeted amount as possible were released. This regime changed in the early 2000s 
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after the West Fork became a desirable fishing location and FWP saw a large increase in 
commercial fishing (Figure 5.1, Figure 5.2). The original flow regime was altered to a long-term 
flow regime where all stored contract fisheries water is released from the reservoir. This water is 
released during the summer months when the river experiences high levels of irrigation water 
diversions. These releases have helped bolster flows in the Bitterroot during the summer season, 














 The hydrographs in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the differences before and after this shift in 
the flow regime of released fisheries contract water at Painted Rocks. Prior to the modern flow 
regime (pre-2000s) when these stored waters were not actively managed, streamflow readings at 
the Bell Crossing USGS gage were lower than post-modernization of the dam operations. The 
instream flow water right at Bell Crossing on the Bitterroot with an enforceable level of 5,500 
cfs between May and June was met only 8 days, or 13% of the time based on daily 50th 
percentile flows from 1987-2000. After modernization of dam operations in the mid-2000s there 
is a two-fold increase in the number of days where streamflow at Bell Crossing meets the 
instream flow requirement of 5,500, increasing from 8 to 28 days, and resulting in the instream 
flow being met 48% of the time from May-June.  
 This time period of modern era dam operations of Painted Rocks Reservoir was included 
in my analysis. There are other areas in the state, however, that would benefit from case-by-case 
Figure 5.2 Bitterroot Instream flow enforceable levels v. gaged streamflow at Bell Crossing prior to modern dam 
operations. 
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refinement (e.g. the Flathead) which I do not provide in this analysis. This represents a potential 
next step toward further refinement of my research results.  
 Alternatively, it may be the case that the state allocated this amount of water to instream 
flow in the non-irrigation season to avoid any chance of further allocation, solidifying in policy 
that the state is primarily concerned with making sure there is no ‘available’ water for new users 
to claim during the winter or non-irrigation season. A challenge for the DNRC is what, if 
anything, can they do to meet instream flows during a time when very little additional water is 
available to augment stream flows (i.e. no irrigation, precipitation falling mostly as snow). In 
most cases, if a winter season instream flow right is not met, storage rights in headwaters 
reservoirs may need re-evaluation (if possible) or water is just not physically available during 
this time due to variables such as low snowpack and rainfall.  
 
5.1.2 Looking at Potential Conflicts with Agriculture 
 
 My analysis identifying areas that potentially experience conflict between irrigated 
agriculture and instreams flow water rights produced a few interesting results. One major area of 
conflict that should be acknowledged is Southwestern Montana, the Big Hole Watershed in 
particular. This is a large geographic area that tends to experience high levels of instream flow 
constraint throughout the year and also has a high water demand for irrigated agriculture. This 
area stands out as a place that may need site-specific attention to increase instream flows and 
may benefit from targeted instream flow programs. The Big Hole is also an area with confirmed 
conflict over streamflow for aquatic species and agriculture, as evidenced by dewatering 
concerns (FWP, 2005) and the existence of the Big Hole Watershed Committee, a voluntary 
watershed group that works to reduce conflict. The Shields River Basin also stands out in my 
results as a potentially interesting case to explore further. The basin experiences frequent 
instream flow constraint and high irrigation water demand, but in contrast to the Big Hole Basin, 
has a small irrigated acreage footprint relative to its irrigation demand. A possible explanation 
for this is that irrigators in the basin may be irrigating with large quantities of water on small 
areas of land (i.e. these water rights may have large ratios of amount of water (volumes/flow 
rates) to acre of land). An implication of this, if correct, is that these rights may be good 
candidates for short-term leasing to return flows to the Shields River simply because of the 
availability potential of additional water beyond what is needed for modern irrigation operations. 
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It is also important to note that variance in climate, crop types, primary drivers of precipitation, 
and other factors all have an impact on the results of this analysis. This variance drives home the 
conclusion that reach-specific measures of instream flows and site- or stream-specific programs 
to address instream flow needs are critical.  
 Another important discussion point is the comparison of the results of my analysis to 
identify potential hotspots of conflict with reported or published information denoting the most 
conflictual streams segments or basins. Whether my results can corroborate evidence that exists, 
speaking to actual conflicts on these stream segments or not, can provide important insight into 
what this analysis can and cannot tell us. One method by which to check my analysis is to 
compare with the range of statewide ‘closed basins’ where new appropriations of water rights are 
not allowed, and often other water rights restrictions are enforced (Figure 5.3). The state of 
Montana has the authority to control or close river basins and groundwater aquifers to certain 
types of water appropriations due to water availability problems, water contamination problems, 
and to protect existing water rights (DNRC, 2016).  
 The legislature has authority to stop applications for new water appropriations and 
applications for state water reservations in highly appropriated basins (MCA 85-2-319). For 
example, the Jefferson-Madison River Basin and Upper Missouri River Basin legislative closures 
partially overlap and are a vast expanse of area closed to new appropriations of water. The Upper 
Missouri River Basin closure is temporary until final decrees have been issued for all subbasins 
of the Upper Missouri. These basin closures cover an area that my analysis identified as 
experiencing high levels of constraint (e.g. Big Hole, Beaverhead, Red Rock River, Madison, 
Gallatin Basins). Additionally, there are legislative closures in the Upper Clark Fork Basin and 
the Bitterroot Basin. This matches with my findings that the Blackfoot River (Upper Clark Fork 
Basin) is routinely constrained in its ability to meet instream flows during the irrigation season 
and additionally that instream flows on the Bitterroot River are not fulfilled.  
 Basins can also be closed through compacts, a tool by which the state negotiates water 
rights claimed by Indian tribes and federal agencies. The Big Horn River is included in the Crow 
Tribe – Montana Compact Closure, effective as of April 2012, and is closed to applications for 
new appropriations of water within the Bighorn River Basin, the Little Bighorn Basin, the Prior 
Creek Basin, and the portion of Rosebud Creek that leaves the reservation. The results of my 
analysis also show high instream flow constraint and water demand in these basins. My analysis 
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shows specifically that the Big Horn River is a major area of constraint and potential conflict 
hotspot.  
 Additionally, the DNRC can adopt administrative rules to close a drainage basin with 
special conditions including that there is no unappropriated water in the source of supply during 
certain times of the year. For example, the Musselshell River has an administrative closure from 
its headwaters of the North and South Forks to where it forms an east-west boundary for 
Petroleum, Garfield, and Rosebud Counties. In my analysis, I also found that this section of the 
Musselshell frequently does not have enough streamflow to fulfill instream flow rights.  
 Although there are many similarities in the comparison between the results of my 
analysis and the DNRC basin closures, there are also apparent differences. Most of these 
differences lie in the closures of basins that I did not detect as possessing instream flow 
constraint in my analysis. The obvious reason for this is that many of these closed basins don’t 
currently have any state-held instream flow rights and therefore were not considered in my 
analysis. Examples of this much of the Upper Clark Fork Basin and the Montana Supreme Court 
Order Closure in the Flathead. An area that I found to experience much constraint on instream 
flow is the Redwater Basin in Eastern Montana, however, this is not a closed basin. The 
Redwater river has a single year-round instream flow right and has a small maximum 
enforceable flow rate of 3 cfs.  
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 Additionally, Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks (FWP) maintains a GIS layer of statewide 
chronically and periodically dewatered streams2 (Figure 5.4). FWP defines dewatering as “a 
reduction in streamflow below the point where stream habitat is adequate for fish” (FWP, 2003). 
This data provides another resource to define where there is likely conflict between agriculture 
and instream flow. A visual comparison of the dewatered streams layer to the results of my 
analysis yields similar results in many cases. The Big Hole Basin for example, is an area that 
experiences much dewatering (mostly periodic) and was identified as a basin with frequent 
instream flow constraint in my analysis.  
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
1 DNRC, 2015. http://dnrc.mt.gov/divisions/water/water-rights/docs/new-appropriations/wrb_closurescgwas.pdf 
2 “Chronic” dewatering is defined as “streams where dewatering is a significant problem in virtually all years”. “Periodic” 
dewatering is defined as “streams where dewatering is a significant problem only in drought or water-short years” (FWP, 
2003) 
Figure 5.3 Closed Basins and Controlled Groundwater Areas1. 
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 There is also agreement between the results I found in the Bighorn Basins and this layer 
of dewatered streams. The Musselshell River, particularly near the Roundup area exhibits 
chronic dewatering, agreeing with my results that this is an area that experiences instream flow 
constraint and potential water use conflict. The FWP data shows that there are no chronically-
dewatered streams in the Northeast portion of the state considering that my analysis found that 
there is considerable instream flow constraint in that area (e.g. Poplar, Beaver Creek, Redwater 
River). A reason for this might be that the some of the greatest constraint seen in these 
Northeastern basins/streams occurs in the non-irrigation season and the dewatering layer mostly 
accounts for dewatering that occurs during the irrigation months. However, my results show that 
there are also still high levels of instream flow constraint during the irrigation season in these 
Basins.  
  
 I also compared the percentage of dewatered streams (of total stream miles) per basin to 
get an idea of the scope of dewatering (Figure 5.5). Both the Shields River and Big Hole River 
basins are among the basins with the greatest dewatered percentage of streams. Approximately 9-
10% of all streams in these basins are dewatered, either chronically or periodically. This 
Figure 5.4 Dewatered stream segments in Montana. Data Source: MT Fish, Wildlife & Parks 
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compares well with my analysis of instream flow constraint and conflict hotspots. This 
assessment also agrees with my results on the Musselshell River Basins (Below and Above 
Roundup), which have relatively high percentages of dewatered streams (~5-6%) compared to 
other basins. An important piece of information gleaned from this assessment is that the basins 
containing the highest percentage of dewatered streams (and particularly lots of chronic 
dewatering) do not match up with my analysis of the greatest areas of conflict using instream 
flow constraint and agricultural water rights demand. The greatest scope and scale of dewatering 
occurs in the Flint Creek and Upper Clark Fork Basins (~ 13% and 11% of streams are 
dewatered, respectively). Once again this is a result of these basins having no state-held instream 
flow rights or only very small or insignificant rights. Thus, a major finding of this research and 
these comparisons is that it is clear that instream flow water rights are not a sufficient indicator 
of conflict and where the focus of water conservation programs is needed.  
Figure 5.5 Percentage of dewatered streams by basin. 
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5.2 Approaching Conflict between Instream and Agricultural Water Needs 
 
 Currently, there is a lack of a state mandate that systematically asserts minimum 
enforceable flows on all streams across the state. Additionally, although FWP does conduct 
biological assessments of thresholds required for sustaining aquatic habitats, there has yet to be a 
statewide assessment of all streams or any statewide published data on target or desired instream 
flow thresholds for stream and tributaries. Given these realities, my assumption is that it will 
mostly likely be up to the state and private organizations (such as Trout Unlimited) and local 
water conservation organizations (such as the Clark Fork Coalition) to continue previous work 
exploring and executing programs aimed at incentivizing instream flow and navigating conflict 
between agriculture and instream flow needs. Additionally, these programs will likely be 
developed by basin or reach-by-reach due to varying ecological needs and community values 
across the state. With these thoughts in mind, the question arises of how to implement and 
incentivize these types of programs. This led me to me to my second research question in which I 
investigated how publicly-available water rights data can be used to assess the potential efficacy 
of instream flow programs to address streamflow challenges.  
 
5.2.1 Policy/Program Design Implications 
 
 Since state-held instream flow water rights often miss the mark in fulfilling instream 
requirements, it is important that other approaches be explored. A range of instream flow 
acquisition approaches exist that could potentially be implemented in Montana. Temporary water 
leasing is a conservation approach that is gaining traction throughout the West. As mentioned 
previously, Montana does have instream flow leasing laws, but they could be improved to yield 
more interest and beneficial results. Voluntary, incentive-based approaches are a key tool that 
have been successfully implemented in many western states to address challenges of water 
availability and shifting societal values. Montana’s private water leasing law is a valuable tool 
due to its non-regulatory nature, allowing private groups to lease senior consumptive water rights 
and protect water instream while preserving the senior priority date. While successful, the 
current Montana instream flow program is burdensome and time consuming (Ferguson et al. 
2006).  
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 Other avenues for temporary instream flow leasing to consider include short-term leasing, 
long-term leasing, split-season leasing, and diversion reduction agreements. Short-term leasing 
programs have been implemented in Montana, although not aimed at instream flows. In 2013 the 
legislature enacted HB 37, allowing temporary leasing of water rights (MCA § 85-2-427). 
Unfortunately, this program suffered issues such as only allowing leases of historically 
consumed volume and limited the volume of the lease to 180 acre-feet per year that ultimately 
lead to its repeal in 2019.  
 Innovative instream flow leasing programs such as split-season leasing offer many 
advantages over the current program in Montana. A large hurdle that is overcome in adopting 
these types of leases is that they do not require a change of use approval from the DNRC, 
breaking many barriers and disincentives found with the current leasing program. Rather, these 
leases can be subject to expedited review, a great advantage during drought situations. Both 
Colorado and Oregon’s programs typically allow 30-70 days for approval. They can also protect 
water rights from abandonment while participating in the lease. For example, Colorado removed 
penalties for non-use due to leasing (Loehman & Charney, 2011). Split-season leasing has the 
advantage that an irrigator does not have to fallow land for an entire season, allowing landowners 
to continue making a profit (OR Water Resources Department, 2020). Oregon stands out in its 
instream flow program by disregarding limitations on how much and under what circumstances 
water could be applied to instream flow (Wells, 2004). This has opened the door to many leasing 
opportunities.  As outlined here, there are many advantages and opportunities of these instream 
flow programs that could prove useful in Montana. 
   
5.2.2 Assessment of Water Rights in The Flint Creek Basin 
 
 Flint Creek poses a challenging analysis of assessing water rights and instream flow 
program feasibility for a host of reasons. For example, the neighboring Lost and Gold Creeks, 
key tributaries to the Clark Fork River, contain far fewer irrigation water rights and result in only 
a handful of water rights with strong potential to help augment instream flow during the 
irrigation season. Contrast this with Flint Creek, which contains a large number of senior 
irrigation rights, of which many are potentially impactful for returning water instream depending 
on location along the stream and a variety of other contextual factors (such as volume, timing, 
local hydrogeology, etc.).  
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 The Flint Creek Basin presents an appropriate case study for exploring site-specific and 
basin-wide instream flow program feasibility. First, it is a growing recreation area and 
specifically a fishing destination, resulting in increasing pressure for instream uses of water. 
Furthermore, Flint Creek Basin and the Upper Clark Fork Basin are unrivaled in the scope and 
scale of their dewatering challenges. From my analysis of the dewatered stream percentage by 
basin discussed above, Flint Creek possesses the relative highest percentage of dewatering in the 
state, with approximately 13% of the basin’s streams experiencing chronic dewatering and 
spanning the entire basin. Additionally, the Natural Resource Damage Program (NRDP) 
identified flow augmentation as the highest priority restoration action in the Flint Creek 
Restoration Plan (Granite Headwaters Watershed Group (GHWG), 2014). In this plan there is an 
emphasis on flow augmentation on lower Flint Creek, downstream of the Allendale Diversion 
(Boulder Creek to the Clark Fork) and priority is given to projects that protect flow to the Clark 
Fork. Flint Creek Basin is also a part of the legislatively closed Upper Clark Fork River Basin. 
Lastly, Flint Creek, as a major tributary to the Clark Fork River, is vital in improving flows on 
the Clark Fork to meet superfund cleanup goals.  
 My analysis of Flint Creek irrigation rights illuminates that a majority of the rights are 
senior in priority (~70% with priority dates before the 1900s). Also, the mean water right flow 
rate of irrigation rights is substantial (5.66 cfs; see Figure 4.8; Figure 4.10). From this 
information I conclude that efforts to restore flow to Flint Creek will not involve only a couple of 
water users, but instead will require a collective effort in the Basin to achieve desired flow levels. 
My framework also highlights the spatially-explicit nature of water rights and provides a method 
to explore their spatial distribution. I was able to determine that the most powerful water rights 
(by size and priority) are split evenly between the upper and lower valleys of the Flint Creek 
Basin. This helps to further narrow down the list of water rights to target for instream flow 
programs by focusing on the ones located in the area of need, in this case lower Flint Creek.  
 The results of my analysis aid in creating a successful framework for using currently 
available data to explore the efficacy of instream flow programs and contributes by identifying 
the most powerful water rights to target with incentives. By identifying these water rights, this 
framework has the potential to help determine the most influential incentives for participation in 
new programs by the highlighting potential lessees (i.e. irrigation districts, collective group of 
many rights, individuals) that have differing needs. There are a number of ways in which the 
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state or NGOs could incentivize these programs, such as direct financial compensation for water 
not diverted and improvements to irrigation infrastructure or other agricultural needs. This 
quantitative framework can be applied throughout the state to effectively conduct site-specific 
analyses of other areas experiencing conflict and inform basin-wide instream flow programs. A 
focus on basin-scale or a localized approach to designing instream flow programs has the 
potential to be more effective at catering to the water needs of a particular area and result in 
benefits to both instream flows and agricultural water users. 
 
5.3 Assumptions and Limitations 
 
 This analysis is not without limitations. My approach is not a perfect analysis to identify 
all of the areas of conflict between irrigation and instream flow water rights; this analysis likely 
misses many hotspot areas due to the broad extent of my approach, the rather coarse data, and 
the inconsistency of instream flow water rights across the state. Even so, it does provide an 
important starting point and insight on where there is need for more reach- and stream-specific 
work and where there is potential for new instream flow programs. Another possible limitation 
of the analysis identifying areas of conflict is the chosen method for estimating irrigated area. 
IrrMapper is still a work in progress and is expecting updates in the near future, so it is important 
to note that these estimates of irrigated land area may not be 100% accurate, however, it is an 
improvement to previous techniques and provides a good estimation of the current irrigated 
footprint (Ketchum et al., 2020).   
 There are some inherent assumptions and limitations in using the MT DNRC water rights 
database for this research that are important to discuss. First, the water rights database contains 
only the maximum allowed flow rate or volume for each water right. With only this information 
available, I assumed that a water user diverts the full extent of their legal water right. In reality, 
this may or may not be true and probably varies case-by-case, and is likely a gross 
overestimation of the amount of water used, generally. It is probable that many water users do 
not divert the maximum allowed amount and due to a lack of enforcement across the state it is 
also possible that some users divert more water than they are legally entitled to. In addition, 
challenges with converting flow rates to volumes depending on irrigation schedules have likely 
led to an over- or under-estimation of the actual irrigation. As is the case with most research, a 
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lack of data presents a limitation of this analysis. I used the best available public data for my 












































CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSION 
 
The purpose of this research was (1) to investigate the current effectiveness of the 
statewide instream flow program in Montana and identify geographic locations that tend to 
experience high levels of conflict, defined as an unbalance in the ability to satisfy instream flows 
and irrigation water demand; and (2) given that the current instream flow program does not 
assert a minimum instream flows mandate for all streams, explore how we can use available data 
to inform and assess the efficacy of potential instream flow programs to navigate challenges of 
streamflow to meet instream ecological and agricultural water needs. Through this research, I 
provide an initial attempt at demonstrating a method for investigating statewide instream flow 
fulfillment and the interaction between irrigation water rights and instream flow rights. Using 
this methodology, I obtained a cursory analysis of the current instream flow program in Montana 
and identified areas in the state that face conflict over irrigation and instream water availability 
and demand. Based on my quantitative analysis of the record of streamflow conditions fulfilling 
instream flow requirements, I conclude that a majority of state-held instream flow rights are not 
met under current conditions, both during the irrigation and non-irrigation months. I also 
identified areas of potential conflict between instream flow and irrigation water rights that 
correlate with other data sources indicating conflict, and some that do not. This suggests that 
there may be some areas of conflict that are overlooked, and highlighting the need for more site-
specific analysis.  
A major conclusion that my analysis of statewide instream flow constraint demonstrates 
is that top-down regulatory approaches to instream flow water rights in Montana do not 
necessarily lead to desired results. Given the large variation in climate and societal needs across 
Montana and a lack of a state mandate that asserts minimum enforceable flows on all streams, it 
is likely that reach- or stream-specific programs will yield the greatest benefit to both instream 
flow and agriculture and that the state and NGOs will need to champion these programs. In my 
analysis, I assumed that instream flow water rights act as indicators of conflict and serve as a 
measurement of baseline needs for aquatic species and habitat. My approach and findings clearly 
highlight that the existence of instream flow water rights alone is actually not a sufficient 
indicator of where to focus conservation efforts. Instream flow rights do not exist at the 
ecological scale necessary to function as flow protection for all streams with legitimate value 
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beyond source water for agriculture. Instead, a focus on other factors such as high irrigation 
demand combined with knowledge of dewatered streams, site-specific public values, and climate 
projections, deserves greater attention.  
Additionally, through this research I highlight a framework useful for identifying water 
rights that could be targeted for new instream flow programs and my results aid in informing the 
development of these programs around Montana, and specifically in the Flint Creek Basin. This 
analysis of irrigation water rights in the Flint Creek Basin further reveals the need for a case-by-
case approach to instream flow programs and helps lay the foundation for exploring what these 
programs might look like in Montana, how to implement them, and who to incentivize. Moving 
forward, the state should put an emphasis on reach- and stream-specific programs to incentivize 
instream flow including but not limited to split-season water leasing programs, researching the 
efficacy of these innovative instream flow programs and further identifying basins that are 
hotspots for conflict between competing water users, or may be in the future.  
 The current Montana water rights geodatabase, produced and managed by Montana 
DNRC, provides a comprehensive starting point for exploring the spatial distribution and 
attribute information of individual water rights in the state. Through my intensive exploration 
and use of this database for the analysis described in this thesis, I developed a list of 
recommendations on how the DNRC could improve the management and applicability of the 
water rights geodatabase.  
 My first recommendation is to continue work on updating the water right spatial layers to 
reflect the actual, on-the-ground locations of points of diversion and places of use of each water 
right rather than estimating based on Public Land Survey descriptions. Adding an attribute to 
each water right that gives the number of days a right is allowed to divert water from a source, or 
‘diversion days’, in addition to the period of diversion (calendar dates shown as a text string) 
would be beneficial for future analyses, especially studies attempting to calculate potential water 
demand for agriculture. I would also recommend adding additional metadata about the water 
right ‘purpose’ attribute. For example, there are multiple purpose types for non-diversion water 
rights (e.g. instream flow, instream fishery, fishery) and it is difficult to discern the difference 
between these purposes. It would be useful to have metadata that offers users some clarity about 
the organization of non-diversion rights. Finally, I recommend that an attribute be added 
indicating if a water right is participating in an instream flow lease. This was difficult to discern 
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within the current database without some guesswork and viewing individual abstracts, and I am 
unsure if and when this information is updated. It would be useful to have an attribute that can be 
updated regularly that indicates that a water right is participating in a lease (e.g. attribute field: 
‘lease’, and values: ‘Yes’, ‘No’), what their primary purpose is, and what the new instream 
purpose is listed as. This would at least allow for visualization and analysis of which rights are 
part of a lease and which are not. 
There are myriad opportunities for future work to extend the analysis presented here. An 
immediate suggestion to improve the replicability and usefulness of this research is to automate 
the water rights database refinement process. As mentioned previously, the water rights 
geodatabase is constantly changing due to the nature of water rights always being in flux. 
Updates to water rights due to the state-wide adjudication process and individual change 
authorizations demonstrate the constantly evolving nature of water rights. This means that the 
currently downloaded geodatabase may not reflect water right realities further down the road and 
the refinement process will need to be repeated on the updated geodatabase. A solution here, and 
something I hope to continue to work on, is developing a GIS model using ArcGIS Model 
Builder to easily streamline the refinement workflow and produce a python script that can be 
used to automatically carry out the workflow with a new dataset of water rights.  
As I mentioned earlier, the instream flow constraint analysis demonstrating the ability of 
current streamflow to meet instream flow water right enforceable levels could be further refined 
with a more in-depth analysis of streamflow on a case-by-case basis. Specifically, more 
exploration is needed at sites where instream flows are supplemented with flows released from 
reservoirs. Many of these stream gages, if examined for an entire period of record, report 
streamflow measurements occurring before and after changes to reservoir operations to bolster 
instream flows. This can confound results of instream flow fulfillment by inundating 
contemporary flow regimes with historic ones. My analysis took this knowledge into account on 
the Bitterroot River and the management of Painted Rocks dam, but I did not delve into this issue 
further in places such as the Flathead which would benefit for a more in-depth analysis. It may 
also be informative to examine gage data more closely to determine the period of years in which 
base flows are firmly established to reduce variability.  
Additionally, there is much opportunity to further the work started in exploring my 
second research question. The results of this analysis provide a starting point to developing and 
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implementing potential instream flow programs. This computer-based analysis can prelude on-
the-ground analysis and gives the state and NGOs a wealth of information about water rights in a 
basin before proposing and implementing solutions. With the list of priority water right users 
identified in my analysis as potentially holding the most power for returning flows instream, the 
feasibility of new programs can be explored by researching the local appetite for new instream 
flow leasing programs. If this program proves successful, there is potential for this framework to 
be applied to other basins across the state.  
The current Montana instream flow program is a good first step in acknowledging 
instream uses of water under prior appropriation, however, it has limitations that impede its 
effectiveness at keeping pace with increasing demand, shifting societal values, and uncertain 
water supplies. There is a clear need for the exploration of new innovative programs that address 
the barriers present in the current program. This thesis demonstrates how current data structures 
can help the state and NGOs better understand this problem and the potential solutions. The 
results of this research provide a foundation for exploring what new instream programs might 
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Water Rights GIS Data Manipulation Process 
 
 




1.) Download the DNRC geodatabase. The layers to use in the geodatabase are named 
‘WRDIV’ (points of diversion) and ‘WRPOU’ (place of use).  
 
2.) Display these layers using ArcGIS. These layers contain all points of diversion and places 
of use for the state, including rights that are canceled, withdrawn, terminated, etc.  
 
Keeping only place of diversion active water rights: 
 
1.) In ArcGIS Pro: activate the Map tab and click Select by Attributes 
 
2.) Select your points of diversion layer (WRDIV) for ‘Input Rows’ 
 
3.) Leave ‘Selection type’ as ‘New selection’ 
 
4.) Click on the button ‘New expression’ – choose WR_STATUS from the first drop down, 
‘is equal to’ for the second drop down, and ‘ACTV’ for the third drop down. 
 
5.) Click Run in the bottom right corner of the window 


















6.) Find your point of diversion layer (WRDIV) under the table of contents, right click and 
find the ‘Data’ option near the bottom. Hover over ‘Data’ to open the extended options 
and choose ‘Export Features’.  
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7.) The Feature Class to Feature Class geoprocessing tool opens with the point of 
diversion feature as the ‘Input Features’.  
- Choose your output geodatabase location. Click the folder icon and navigate to 
your geodatabase. Be sure to navigate all the way to the feature classes contained 
within the geodatabase if you want the new layer to be stored in a specific dataset  
 
- Give the feature class a name under ‘Output Feature Class’ (e.g. ‘POD_active’). 
Click run. 
*This will export your selected records from the original point of diversion layer 
to a new feature class layer that only contains active water right records.  
 
 
Cull the place of use layer to active, irrigation rights 
 
Make sure that no Groundwater Certificates are included in this POU layer. It appears that some 
water rights have multiple owners and water right types under the same number. To ensure that 
the correct rights are matched up during the POU and POD join, it is important to get rid of these 
groundwater certificate right types in the POU layer first. 
 
1.) Choose Select by Attributes from the Map tab  
 
2.) ‘Input Rows’ = POU_active, ‘Selection type’ = New Selection 
Input the following expression: 
 
“Where WRSTATUS is equal to ACTIVE And PURPOSE is equal to IRRIGATION And 






















3.) Right click the POU layer under the table of contents and export these selected records to 
a new feature class. 
 
Now you have a layer of the place of use polygons that only represent water rights that are 
active, used for irrigation, and are not groundwater certificates. 
 
 
Join the POU layer to the POD layer. 
 
This join will attach Place of Use attribute table information (purpose, volumes, flow rates, etc.) 
to the Point of Diversion layer. The join is based on the unique water right number that is listed 
in each layer. This multiplies each water right’s POD or PODs by the number of POUs. For 
example, a water right with two points of diversion and five places of use will end up with 10 
entries for that single right.  
 
1.) Right click on the ‘POD_active’ layer and hover the cursor over joins and relates. The 
window will expand, click ‘Add join’.  
 
2.) The ‘POD_active’ layer will automatically fill in under ‘Layer name’ or ‘Table view’ in 
the window. Enter the following: 
‘Input join field’ = WRNUMBER 
‘Join Table’ = Your POU active irrigation (no GW certificates) layer 
‘Output join field’ = WRNUMBER  
Keep the box next to ‘Keep all target features checked’. Click Run. 
 
3.) This only joins one a single POU from a water right to the first matching POD in the 
table. To get all PODs for a water right and the associated POU information you must 
export the data. Check that the join worked by opening the attribute table and scrolling 
over on a POD to see that the POU attribute fields have been added. Right click the 
POD_active layer and hover the cursor over Data to expand the window. Select Export 




Get rid of unmatched places of diversion 
 
After the join, since our POU layer was more specified than our POD layer (only irrigation water 
rights) we will end up with some POD records that do not match a POU record, resulting in 
“null” entries for the joined POU attribute fields.  
 
1.) From the Map tab, click Select by Attributes.  
 ‘Input Rows’ = POD_POU_ActiveIrrigation_joined layer 
 ‘Selection type’ = New Selection 




 *Make sure to select the correct WRNUMBER – the one furthest down list that is     
   associated with the POU. 
 
 
2.) With only the POD’s that have a POU match selected, export these to a new feature class 





Keep only surface water rights: 
 
1.) From the Map tab, click Select by Attributes 
 
2.) ‘Input Rows’ = POD_POU_ActiveIrrigation_joined layer  
‘Selection type’ = New selection 












Now that only the surface water rights are selected from the active irrigation points of 
diversion layer you can export these features to a new feature class.  
 
3.) Right click on POD_POU_active_joined layer in the table of contents, hover over the 
data option and select export features. Navigate to your geodatabase and the feature 
dataset you would like your new layer to be stored in. Give your new layer a name under 
‘Output Feature Class’ and click run.  
 
You will now have a new layer representing points of diversion for active, 
surface, irrigation water rights (with place of use attribute information stored in 
the attribute table).  
 
 
Removing Redundancies  
 
1.) Remove duplicate points per diversion number and water right 
 
Use an Arcpy script to remove entries that have are a duplicate in both the DIVNUMBER and 
WRNUMBER fields. If there are multiple entries of a water right at a certain diversion point 
(this is a product of the POD-POU join), it only keeps one of those entries so that you end up 
with only one entry per diversion point per water right.  
 
1.) Open the python script window in ArcGIS Pro (View tab => Python) 
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2.) Enter the following code in the python window and press enter to run: 




fc = 'C:/ Your file path name to the joined POD POU active surface irrigation layer in the 
geodatabase' 
uniqueList = [] 
with arcpy.da.UpdateCursor(fc, ["DIVNUMBER"],["WRNUMBER"]) as uCur: 
    for row in uCur: 
        if row in uniqueList: 
            uCur.deleteRow() 
        else: 




     OR 
 
 
2.) Remove duplicate copies of water rights  
 
The original water rights database contains all places of use and points of diversion for every 
water right. Each of these features carry the water right information in their attribute tables and 
therefore all have volumes or flow rates associated with each feature. The volume/flow rate is 
only associated with the unique water right, however, and are not additive as is easy to assume 
by looking at the individual database feature. For example, 1unique water right may have 2 
points of diversion and multiple places of use. After our join, the point of diversion features will 
include the volume/flow rate information from the place of use table. Each point will show this 
volume/flow rate. This workflow will result in there only being one point of diversion per water 
right. 
 
To get only one entry per water right: 
 
1.) Add a field called ‘Duplicate’ to the attribute table of the water rights feature class. 
Choose ‘long’ as the type of field. 
 
2.) Calculate the field. Right click the new ‘Duplicate’ field => Calculate Field 
 
3.) Make sure ‘Python 3’ is selected as the Expression Type and input and run the following 





















































5.) Export selected to a new layer: right click current water rights layer containing the 


























































































Calculating Volumes for Irrigation Water Rights 
 
 
Dataset used: Irrigation water rights data that has been culled to only active and surface rights 
with a purpose of irrigation. Duplicate copies of water rights were then removed, leaving one 
point of diversion per water right and the associated place of use attributes. Rights without 






1.) Separate out rights with more than one period of diversion so that each period has its own 
field: 
- Create two new fields: ‘Per_Div1’ and ‘Per_Div2’ (or more if some rights have more 
than 2 periods of diversion, i.e. Per_Div3, Per_Div4) 
 
- Calculate Field for ‘Per_Div1’: 

























- Calculate Field Per_Div_2:  
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Expression: Per_Div_2 = !PER_DIV![16:30] 
 
- This makes sure that no extra characters are included in this field as there are some 


























Repeat these steps for any additional periods of diversion as needed. You will need to 
adjust the index [] in the field calculator expression to retrieve the right dates. 
(Per_Div3: !PER_DIV![32:46], Per_Div4: !PER_DIV![49:] 
 
* Make blanks into ‘Null’ in the Per_Div attribute fields – select blank records in the field and 
then used Calculate Field to make null (Per_Div_2 = None) 
 
2.) Separate these periods of diversion into ‘Start’ and ‘End’ attribute fields 
 
- Create new fields named ‘Start_Div1’ and ‘End_Div1’ (repeat if any of your rights 
have more than 1 period of diversion, i.e. ‘Start_Div2’ ‘End_Div2’, etc.) 
 
- New field should be a text field 
 
- Calculate Field expression for Start_Div: 

























































































Repeat this ‘Start’ and ‘End’ process for any additional periods of diversion. Make sure that the 
‘!PER_DIV!’ field name in the expression reflects the correct period of diversion (i.e. change to 









3.) Convert the string diversion period fields into dates 
 
- Geoprocessing => Search ‘Convert Time Field’ under tools  
- Convert Time Field => Enter the following: 
‘Input Table’ = your final joined active/surface/irrigation layer 
‘Input Time Field’: your ‘Start_Div’ field 
‘Input Time Format’: yyyy/MM/dd 
‘Output Time Field’: Start_Div1_Date or whatever you want to name it 
























- Repeat this process to get the End_Div from string to date format 
- Repeat for any additional periods of diversion you may have, changing the input time 













Calculating Number of Diversion Days 
 
 
1.) Calculate the number of days in the diversion period 
 
- Create new field for the number of days in diversion period (‘DivPeriod_InDays1) 
 
- Calculate Field => select Arcade for Expression Type 
 
- In the expression text box type the following to calculate the difference in days and 
replace startDateField and endDateField with the respective field name i.e. 
Start_Div1_Date and End_Div1_Date: 
 
var startDate = Date($feature.startDateField) 
var endDate = Date($feature.endDateField) 






- Repeat for all diversion periods you may have 
 
2.) Convert negative days to actual positive number 
The way some dates are set up when you calculate the number of days, it results in 
negative numbers (only a few are like this). To get the actual number of days in the 
diversion period: 
 
- Go to the Map tab at top of ArcGIS Pro screen, click Select By Attributes 
 
- Make sure to select the correct ‘Input Rows’ as the layer you are working in and keep 
Selection Type as ‘New selection’ 
 
- Click the green plus sign with ‘New expression’ 
 
- Create the expression: ‘Where DivPeriod_InDays1 is less than 0’ making sure to 
input the correct field name in the first dropdown box 
 




- With these selected, right click your DivPeriod_InDays1 field => Calculate Field 
 
- Type this expression for ‘DivPeriod_InDays1=’ : 365 + !DivPeriod_InDays1!  













































3.) Replace ‘Null’ day values with 0 
 
- Need to do this in order to properly add up all the days from multiple periods of 
diversion. 










































Calculating Total Number of Diversion Days 
 
4.) Adding up all the number of days from each period of diversion (many will only have 
one period, but some rights have more than one) 
- Create new field (i.e. ‘Final_Div_Days’) 












































Fix any ‘final diversion days’ fields that are over 365 days. This happens because of multiple 
periods of diversion for a water right that overlap (periods for different diversions or pumps etc.). 
I chose the longest period of diversion and used that as the diversion time in days. 
 
Joined the Montana Climatic Divisions layer to the final culled water rights layer to match rights 
with the correct climatic division. Used Spatial Join with water rights layer as target feature, 
climatic divisions as join feature, join one to one, and match option of ‘within’ 
 
Find Rights with Only Quantified Volumes (no flow rate) 
 
1.) Selected rights that only have an associated volume: 




2.) Create a new field in the final culled water rights feature class: 
 
- In attribute table: Add Field => ‘CalculatedVolume’, Data Type = Float 
 
3.) Calculate your new volume field: 
 
- In attribute table, right click CalculatedVolume field => Calculate Field  









This will transfer the original volumes associated with the water right over to the new calculated 
volumes field.  
 
 
Alternate Workflow – Keep all Quantified Volumes (Workflow used in this thesis) 
 
Select all rights that have a volume (not just those that don’t have a flow rate) and transfer the 




Calculate Volumes from CFS in each Climatic Region 
 
1.) Find all water rights that have a quantified CFS flow rate for a particular climatic region 
(e.g. all rights with cfs flow rates in the Central region) 
 
- Select Layer By Attribute => ‘Where FLWRTCFS is not null And NAME is equal 
to CENTRAL’ 
 
- ALTERNATE: Select all rights in a climatic region with a volume of 0 that has a 
CFS flow rate: 
Select Layer By Attribute => ‘Where NAME is equal to CENTRAL And 


























2.) Calculate the total volume for each water right: 
 
- Right click the ‘CalculatedVolume’ => Calculate Field 
- Enter the following expression: 
CalculatedVolume = !FLWRTCFS! * 0.66985 * !Final_PeriodDiversion_Days! 
- 0.66985 is the conversion factor (1 cfs = acft/day) for the particular climatic division, 
in this case the CENTRAL division. 
 
Repeat this process for each climatic division, replacing ‘NAME’ in the selection 
































































































Climatic Division Name 
Acre feet/day Conversion 
Factor - GPM 
CENTRAL 0.001476 
NORTH CENTRAL 0.001404 
NORTH EASTERN 0.000918 
SOUTH CENTRAL 0.001911 
SOUTH EASTERN 0.000464 
SOUTH WESTERN 0.002407 
WESTERN 0.002239 
Climatic Division Name 
Acre feet/day Conversion 
Factor - CFS 
CENTRAL 0.66985 
NORTH CENTRAL 0.6316 
NORTH EASTERN 0.4138 
SOUTH CENTRAL 0.8642 
SOUTH EASTERN 0.2145 
SOUTH WESTERN 1.0922 
WESTERN 1.0403 





• Selected all water rights that had both a 
quantified volume and flow rate in each 
division, separately 
• Exported to excel 
• Calculated the given volume/the number of 
days in diversion period 
• Took the Vol/Diversion Days and divided by 
the flow rate in CFS to get the conversion 
factor of CFS to Acre Feet/Day 
• Took the average of these conversion factors 
• Repeated this process for each climatic division 
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Calculate Volumes from GPM for each Climatic Region 
 
Repeated process for calculating climatic division conversion factors using GPM rather than 
CFS. Table shown on previous page. If the steps to calculate volumes from CFS are done first, 
then rights that only have a GPM flow rate should show up as ‘null’ under ‘CalculatedVolume’. 
 
1.) Select water rights that have a ‘null’ calculated volume for each climatic division: 
 
- Select By Attributes => ‘Where CalculatedVolume is null And NAME is equal to 
CLIMATIC DIVISION NAME’ 




























2.) Calculate the total volume for each water right: 
 
- Right click the ‘CalculatedVolume’ => Calculate Field 
 
- Enter the following expression: 
CalculatedVolume = !FLWRTGPM! * climatic division conversion factor * 
!Final_PeriodDiversion_Days! 
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